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This report by Ben Johnson documents the tax-exempt giving by Teresa Heinz Kerry to political groups, which are shaping the American future. The structure of the U.S. tax code designates only those groups that directly promote candidates and electoral parties as political. Partisan ideological groups that claim to be serving the “general welfare” can qualify for “charitable” 501(c)(3) status and receive tax-deductible contributions. As a result of this quirk in the tax code, an entire universe of shadow political organizations has been created. In between elections cycles, these organizations dominate the non-governmental political discourse of the nation, shaping the debates over national security, immigration, the environment, social values, and every other political issue. They also play a large role in the election cycles themselves.

Groups like the ACLU, which lobbies against Republican judicial appointments, or United for Peace and Justice, which is the umbrella group that organized the demonstrations against the war in Iraq and the protests against the Republican National Convention in New York, are “non-political” under the current tax code, qualifying as “charitable” and tax-exempt. Of course this loophole is not confined to the political left. The conservative side of the political debate has comparable 501(c)(3)s, which engage in shadow politics, but not nearly as many as the left and not nearly as well-funded. This will come as a surprise to some, since the mythology promulgated by a left-wing media maintains that giant foundations of the right – Olin, Scaife and Bradley are the institutions most frequently cited – provide conservatives who are the party of the rich (another leftist myth) with an overwhelming advantage in the shadow political battles, also known as the “culture wars.”

A group of activists led by Hillary Clinton has recently created a new $20 million left-wing think tank, funded by billionaire George Soros, called the Center for American Progress, on just that presumption.
executive director, former Clinton chief of staff John Podesta, explained the need for its creation by alleging, “For more than a decade, the right wing has had a lock on the use of think tanks as policy promotion ‘political weapons.’” This sentiment is echoed in a report by one of the most well heeled left-wing organizations, People for the American Way, which claims, “One consequence of this extraordinary level of funding from right-wing foundations is that these conservative think tanks vastly out-spend their progressive counterparts.”

The facts suggest a different reality. As Ben Johnson’s report shows, Teresa Heinz Kerry, all by herself, presides over greater assets involved in the funding of shadow political activities than the three chief conservative foundations – Scaife, Olin and Bradley – combined. While, these conservative foundations have combined assets of $809 million, the three Heinz Endowments, in whose boardrooms Teresa Heinz Kerry speaks with a voice louder than all others, have total assets of $1.2 billion. Mrs. Kerry also sits on the board of the Carnegie Corporation, which as this report reveals is also an active funder of the political left and which has assets of $1.6 billion. In other words, Mrs. Kerry has a say in the disposition of funds earmarked for the left which are more than three times greater than the celebrated funders of the right combined. And this is only a part of Mrs. Kerry’s raw financial power in these matters. As Ben Johnson notes, “Teresa Heinz Kerry [also] heads the H. John Heinz III Foundation and the Teresa and H. John Heinz III Foundation, but due to their tax status, she is not required to provide detailed records of how they receive their funding – nor to whom they award their grants.” Even though she is the wife of a presidential candidate, whose disposable political assets are a matter of public interest, Mrs. Kerry has steadfastly refused to open the records of these foundations to public scrutiny.

The raw figures available provide a benchmark that allows us to put Mrs. Kerry’s influence in perspective. Without question, she is a major player in the culture wars between left and right, and in the shadow universe that shapes the political future. What she has invested in these con-

licts significantly affects the political fortunes of her candidate husband, as well, and provides important clues as to what she would do if she were to become first lady with the prestige and resources of the federal government behind her.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of Ben Johnson’s report what it reveals about the scope of Mrs. Kerry’s political investments and the range of left-wing agendas she supports. Directly or indirectly, Teresa Heinz Kerry has sponsored a political spectrum that includes violent anarchists, anti-free market socialists, anti-Homeland Security activists, racial dividers, open borders agitators, pro-terrorist radicals and a range of honors and tributes that includes a memorial to an environmentalist whose misguided reforms have led to the unnecessary deaths of tens of millions of African children. Mrs. Kerry’s beneficiaries are in the forefront of the attacks on the Patriot Act, for which her husband voted; they are organizers of the demonstrations against the war in Iraq that her husband supported and the disorderly protests at the Republican convention to nominate his opponent. And they are behind the campaign to open America’s borders and remove existing border controls, and thus to weaken homeland security in the War on Terror.

The political donations of foundations like the Heinz Endowments and the more secretive trusts controlled by Mrs. Kerry are not seriously scrutinized by the government or the representatives of the American people, although the monies invested surely impact the future of all Americans. The funds themselves are held in perpetuity and can shift in their direction from one end of the political spectrum to the other on the whim of individuals and without accountability to any wider public constituency. The late John Heinz was a Republican. The wife who inherited his power in the Heinz Endowments evidently was not. Is this shift in the disposition of billions fair and just (as a leftist might say in other circumstances)? Probably not. But what is to be done about it? Subjecting the activities of such endowments to public scrutiny, as this report by Ben Johnson does, can provide the beginning of an answer.
From intimations that she is still in love with first husband John Heinz, to the speech she insisted on giving at the Democratic National Convention in which she droned on and on about herself before mentioning her current husband (the one running for president), Maria Teresa Thierstein Simoes-Ferreira Heinz Kerry has made headlines a wise candidate (or candidate’s wife) would normally avoid. Responding to the Bush administration’s (non-existent) attacks on her husband’s patriotism, she called the president and vice president “unpatriotic.” She then famously stole a news cycle from her husband’s campaign by calling her political opponents “un-American.” When Pittsburgh Tribune-Review reporter Colin McNickle requested a clarification she responded, “You said something I didn’t say, now shove it!” A sympathetic media protected her by focusing on her coarse verbiage, not the fact that videotape had captured the speech and verified that she did.

This report does not deal with Teresa Heinz Kerry’s sharp tongue or colorful campaign gaffes. Instead, it focuses on the activities that have occupied her adult life: the tax-exempt giving she has authorized as head of the Heinz Endowments and as a board member of the Carnegie Corporation of New York. As chair of the Heinz Family Foundation, chair of the Howard Heinz Endowment, and a board member of the Vira I. Heinz Endowment, she is trustee of more than $1.2 billion in assets and more than $60 million a year in grant monies. As trustee of the Carnegie Corporation of New York, she casts her vote on dispensing $1.8 billion in assets and an additional $80 million in grant monies every year.

The radical nature of the organizations she has funded in her capacity as a trustee of these foundations is, to say the least, unsettling. It is an issue that takes on added importance as she has pledged to continue her role as head of these philanthropies if she becomes first lady. Having recently experienced how a strong-willed, politically motivated first lady can affect...
the policies of government, the American electorate deserves to know what kinds of causes Teresa Heinz Kerry has supported in her public life. This report is intended to fill that gap.

All grant figures have been taken from the relevant IRS 990 forms for the years 1998-2002, or from the Heinz Endowments’ website for the year 2003. The report begins with a topic that has generated the most heat and least light in the discussion of Mrs. Kerry’s activities: her long connection to the shadowy Tides Foundation and Tides Center of San Francisco. It goes on to explore the impressive array of left-wing groups, her charities have funded including the not-so-charitable organizers of this year’s anti-Republican protests at the GOP’s national convention in New York City. The causes her funding has promoted include anti-Homeland Security advocates, “open borders” lobbyists, radical feminists and anti-gun zealots. A special section focuses on the immense largesse dispensed to radical environmentalist groups, clearly the cause dearest to Mrs. Kerry’s heart.

It should be noted that even this picture is necessarily incomplete, since Teresa Heinz Kerry has steadfastly refused to release her tax records – a refusal unprecedented for the spouse of a presidential (or vice-presidential) candidate. In addition to the Howard Heinz and Vira I. Heinz Endowments, Teresa Heinz Kerry heads up the H. John Heinz III Foundation and the Teresa and H. John Heinz III Foundation, but due to their tax status, she is not required to provide detailed records of how they receive their funding – nor to whom they award their grants. These records will only be available when Teresa Heinz Kerry ends her historic stonewall – a stonewall she would never accept from any corporation – and discloses her full financial records to public scrutiny. In addition to providing the American people with needed information about a woman at the center of their political life, it would end what she derides as baseless speculation about her finances. We hope the day will be soon in coming, but until it does, her refusal will lend strength to the suspicion that scrutiny is exactly what Teresa Heinz Kerry doesn’t want.
Interest in Teresa Heinz Kerry’s left-wing “philanthropy” was first stimulated when media outlets revealed her close association with the San Francisco-based Tides Foundation and its spin-off, the Tides Center. An article published by the Capital Research Center’s Tom Randall made the nation aware of Tides’ left-wing orientation and ties to radical organizations – as well as its connections to President Bush’s political opponents, including the “September 11th Families for Peaceful Tomorrows,” a group of anti-War-on-Terror activists with family ties to 9/11. (The group had protested a five-second clip of 9/11 images in a Bush campaign ad.)

Over the last decade, Teresa Heinz Kerry has steered $8.1 million to the Tides group, which is a nerve center of the left and which has funneled the monies to numerous radical groups. When the stories about Mrs. Kerry’s connection to Tides appeared, all identified parties protested their innocence, and a politically sympathetic media conveniently dismissed the connections. But, the facts themselves will not go away.

**What is Tides?**

The Tides Foundation is a tax-exempt charity established in 1976 by antiwar activist Drummond Pike. It distributes millions of dollars every year to political organizations identified with left-wing causes. Among these are United for Peace and Justice, which is led by pro-Castro activist Leslie Cagan; the National Lawyers Guild, an organization with fifty years of involvement in pro-Communist and anti-American causes; the equally radical Center for Constitutional Rights; and the Council for American Islamic Relations, three of whose executives have been indicted for terrorist activities. The Tides Foundation and the closely allied Tides Center, distributed nearly $66 million in grants to radical organizations in 2002 alone.

The Tides Center is a spin off of the Tide Foundation run by the same executive director, Drummond Pike. Although they are legally distinct, this is a distinction without a difference. The Tides Center and Foundation, along with two other Tides entities, “collaborate as partners,” according to Tides’ own official boilerplate.

During the last ten years, the Heinz Endowments, which Teresa Heinz Kerry heads, have given the Tides entities $8.1 million in grants. Until February 2001, Kerry was also a trustee of the Carnegie Corporation of New York. Carnegie has given Tides numerous six-figure grants.

Tides’ defining feature is that it allows donors to anonymously contribute money to a variety of causes – and thereby avoid public accountability for their donations. The donor simply makes the check out to Tides and instructs the Foundation where to forward the money. This allows high-profile individuals to fund extremist organizations by “laundering” their money through Tides, leaving no paper trail. Founder Drummond Pike referred to his organization as “a convenient vehicle with squeaky clean books.” The Tides Foundation keeps as much as ten percent of the total amount for “charitable advisory fees,” which it can use for administrative costs and also as a treasury over which it has discretionary control. Likewise, the Tides Center will handle administrative functions for third-party non-profit organizations compatible with its political agenda, skimming up to 10 percent of all donations for itself.

The projects and organizations the Tides Foundation has chosen to fund are troubling. For example, the so-called “legal left” (this is how its members refer to themselves) has been a prime beneficiary of Tides largesse. One of the principal recipients is the National Lawyers Guild, which began as a Communist front organization and, even after the fall of the Soviet empire, remains proud of its lineage. In October 2003, its national convention featured a keynote address by one of its most celebrated and admired figures, attorney Lynne Stewart. Stewart is a veteran
of the hard left, specializing in defending terrorists, who has been indicted by the Justice Department for providing “material support” to the man who tried to blow up the World Trade Center in 1993. Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman killed six people and injured more than a thousand before Stewart took him on as a client and subsequently endorsed his agendas. The Justice Department accuses Stewart of helping Rahman communicate from prison with his terrorist “Islamic Group” and abet his terrorist activities.

Stewart’s support for terrorist activities against defenders of what she calls “capitalism” and “racism,” is not something she hides. “I don’t believe in anarchist violence but in directed violence,” she told the New York Times in 1995. “That would be violence directed at the institutions which perpetuate capitalism, racism, sexism, and at the people who are the appointed guardians of those institutions and accompanied by popular support.” In her National Lawyers Guild keynote address, Stewart told her approving audience that they were carrying on a proud tradition of their forebears, past and present:

And modern heroes, dare I mention? Ho and Mao and Lenin, Fidel and Nelson Mandela and John Brown, Ché Guevara…Our quests like theirs are to shake the very foundations of the continents.9

Recently, the National Lawyers Guild endorsed the “March 20 call to End Colonial Occupation from Iraq to Palestine & Everywhere” issued by International ANSWER, a Stalinist anti-war group,10 that like the National Lawyers Guild supports the Communist regime in North Korea. (The NLG recently sent a delegation of lawyers to Pyongyang to study its judicial system.) The National Lawyers Guild website also features a legal petition for “Post-Conviction Relief” for convicted cop-killer Mumia Abu-Jamal.11

Along with George Soros and the Ford Foundation, Tides has also funneled tens of thousands of dollars to the Center for Constitutional Rights, an organization established by Sixties radicals William Kunstler and Arthur Kinoy. Prior to creating the Center, the two floated a plan to establish a new “Communist Party.”12 Not surprisingly, the old Communist Party USA has enjoyed a close relationship with the Center. In 1999, the party publication People’s Weekly World honored Center for Constitutional Rights Executive Director Ron Daniels alongside a member of the Communist Party national committee.13 Daniels, who was Deputy Campaign Manager for Jesse Jackson’s 1988 presidential run and the 1992 presidential candidate of the Peace and Freedom Party, has a longstanding cordial relationship with the racist, anti-Semitic former poet laureate of New Jersey, Amiri Baraka.14

Echoing Tides’ mission statement, the Center claims it is “committed to the creative use of law as a positive force for social change.” Since 9/11, the Center for Constitutional Rights has channeled its efforts into fighting the Bush administration’s every Homeland Security measure. The Center’s lawyers opposed increasing the government’s ability to wiretap Islamists suspected of plotting terrorism and bemoaned the sequestering of terrorist detainees at Guantanamo Bay as an inexcusable form of “racial profiling.” The Center’s president, Michael Ratner, has portrayed American foreign policy as the real cause of 9/11, because it allegedly provoked the terrorists.16 The Center has also defended Lynne Stewart’s “innocence” in aiding Sheikh Rahman’s Islamic Group and has filed an amicus brief on her behalf.17

Immediately after 9/11, Tides formed a “9/11 Fund” to advocate a “peaceful national response” to the opening salvos of war. The Foundation replaced the 9/11 Fund with the “Democratic Justice Fund,” which was established with the aid of George Soros’ Open Society Institute. (Soros, a currency speculator and drug legalization advocate is a major contributor to Tides, having donated more than $7 million.)
Tides has also given grant money to the Council for American Islamic Relations (CAIR). Ostensibly a “Muslim civil rights group,” CAIR is in fact one of the leading anti-anti-terrorism organizations in the United States. CAIR regularly opposes American efforts to fight terrorists, claiming Homeland Security measures are responsible for an undocumented surge in “hate crimes.” CAIR officials have reason to fight Bush’s War on Terror measures, since many CAIR officials are on the record supporting terrorist organizations. In 1994, CAIR Executive Director Nihad Awad declared, “I am a supporter of the Hamas movement.” More recently, Community Affairs Director Bassem K. Khafagi pleaded guilty to charges of visa and bank fraud in connection with terrorist support activities. In 2003, Randall Royer, a Communications Specialist and Civil Rights Coordinator at CAIR, was arrested along with a group of Islamic radicals in Virginia for allegedly planning violent anti-American jihad. CAIR has defended terrorist “charities” shut down by the Bush administration. CAIR’s abysmal record led Senator Chuck Schumer, D-NY, to observe that its leaders have “intimate links with Hamas…we know CAIR has ties to terrorism.”

In addition to advocating a peaceful response to the 9/11 terror attacks, Tides has established an Iraq Peace Fund and a Peace Strategies Fund to finance the so-called antiwar movement. These projects fueled MoveOn.org, the website that powered the Howard Dean campaign and featured two separate commercials portraying President Bush as Adolf Hitler. MoveOn.org and the radical website Indymedia.org played key roles in creating that antiwar movement by providing activists with “alternate media coverage.” Indymedia.org, an enormous news and events bulletin board with local pages in most of the world’s major cities, provided a vital link for radical activists, often with violent agendas, to coordinate their protests. Indymedia received $376,000 from the Tides Foundation.

Turning the Tide for Castro

Tides also runs another “alternative media source,” the Institute for Global Communications, which describes itself as “a project of the Tides Center, a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization.” A leftist communications facilitator, the Institute was the leading provider of web technology to the radical left during the 1990s. With Tides money, the Institute’s Canadian affiliate used an undersea cable to connect Castro’s Cuba to the internet in 1991. Rep. Mario Diaz-Bartlet, R-FL, a Cuban American commented: “When you give money to such an organization, it’s because you sympathize with their work. If not, where is her outrage now that she knows?”

The Institute for Global Communications’ website links to such “recommended sites” as the War Resisters League, a radical group which focuses on non-payment of taxes as a form of protest and the equally radical American Friends Service Committee. Most disturbing is its link to Ramsey Clark’s International Action Center, a front for the Workers World Party, a Marxist-Leninist vanguard that supports international war criminal Slobodan Milosevic and North Korean strongman Kim Jong-Il. Interestingly, Tides claims it cannot “find any association with [IAC] in our records.”

The International Action Center is the force behind International ANSWER, which sponsored the major antiwar (and anti-Bush) rallies in the days before Operation Iraqi Freedom. When ANSWER was outed as a Communist organization in the fall of 2002, Tides beneficiary United for Peace and Justice was created as its “moderate” alternative. United for Peace and Justice was created in the offices of People for the American Way, an organ-
through Tides, Endowment executive Maxwell King took umbrage at being tied to the Tides Center. After media stories began exposing Heinz’s longstanding relationship to Tides, he responded:

The Heinz Endowments has been accused of using its funding of the Tides Center of Western Pennsylvania to advance a laundry list of partisan causes and fringe political groups...The Heinz Endowments has scrupulously observed both the letter and the spirit of the law barring foundations from partisan activity. That hasn’t changed. These accusations to the contrary are rooted in politics, not fact.

He also stated “by legally binding contract” every penny of Heinz money went to other charities, which happened to be administered by the Tides Center or were granted through the Tides Foundation. However, as noted above, both organizations take a ten percent fee, often directing this tithe to the “progressive” causes listed above.

He then claimed Tides supports several causes. “It is no more accurate to suggest that Heinz supports every one of these programs than it is to suggest that someone who contributes to a specific group through the United Way supports the agenda of every other United Way beneficiary.”

The Tides Center describes its political agenda another way. “For more than twenty years, Tides Center has been working with new and emerging charitable organizations who share our mission... (see next chapter).

Like the “United Way”?

When confronted with news reports of the involvement of his patron Teresa Heinz Kerry and the Heinz Endowments in radical activities through Tides, Endowment executive Maxwell King took umbrage at being tied to the Tides Center. After media stories began exposing Heinz’s longstanding relationship to Tides, he responded:

The Heinz Endowments has been accused of using its funding of the Tides Center of Western Pennsylvania to advance a laundry list of partisan causes and fringe political groups...The Heinz Endowments has scrupulously observed both the letter and the spirit of the law barring foundations from partisan activity. That hasn’t changed. These accusations to the contrary are rooted in politics, not fact.

He also stated “by legally binding contract” every penny of Heinz money went to other charities, which happened to be administered by the Tides Center or were granted through the Tides Foundation. However, as noted above, both organizations take a ten percent fee, often directing this tithe to the “progressive” causes listed above.

He then claimed Tides supports several causes. “It is no more accurate to suggest that Heinz supports every one of these programs than it is to suggest that someone who contributes to a specific group through the United Way supports the agenda of every other United Way beneficiary.”

The Tides Center describes its political agenda another way. “For more than twenty years, Tides Center has been working with new and emerging charitable organizations who share our mission of striving for positive social change.” (Notice the similarity to the Center for Constitutional Rights’ mission statement.) The Tides Foundation defines this as, “strengthening...the progressive movement through innovative grantmaking.” This agenda hardly bears comparison to that of the United Way. Of course a pliant press permitted King to get away with his deception.
CHAPTER 2: THE HEINZ ENDOWMENTS

As the details of Teresa Heinz Kerry’s involvement with Tides demonstrates, the allegations that she funneled money to President Bush’s most virulent detractors – including fringe antiwar activists, anti-free trade demonstrators, anarchists and Marxists – are well-founded. She has accomplished this not only through her gifts to Tides, but through the immense philanthropic resources at her disposal as the executor of her first husband’s estate.

In fact, Teresa Heinz Kerry’s various charities donated $1.6 million to establish the Tides Center for Western Pennsylvania, allowing the San Francisco-based Tides Center to set up shop in the east. Tides employees did not see this windfall as a chance to reinvent the Center along the lines of the United Way. “They saw it as a great opportunity to encourage a progressive social agenda,” said Jo DeBolt, director of the Tides Center of Western Pennsylvania. Although any non-profit group can apply for Tides’ services, DeBolt says, “We look at mission fit as the No. 1 cut.”

One example of her sponsorship of the radical left occurred just as her second husband prepared to announce his candidacy for president. In 2002, the Howard Heinz Endowment gave $100,000 to the Three Rivers Community Foundation “to support the work of grassroots organizations actively engaged in promoting social, racial and economic justice.” Like Tides, Three Rivers is dedicated to “bringing about progressive social action.” It works to “bridge persistent divisions in society around issues...”
of race, economic status, gender, sexual identity, and disability.” Like Tides, Three Rivers primarily funds other so-called “grassroots” organizations. But unlike her donations Tides, the money Teresa Heinz Kerry gave to Three Rivers was earmarked specifically for the radical “grassroots organizations.”

**Thomas Merton, R.I.P.**

The Three Rivers website lists the Thomas Merton Center as one of the “groups that have received the greatest cumulative total of Three Rivers funding over the years.” The Roman Catholic monk Thomas Merton had nothing to do with the Center’s founding and would be turning in his grave if he saw what it perpetrated in his name. The Thomas Merton Center runs more than 35 left-wing projects, including:

- **Code Pink’s** Pittsburgh chapter. Founded by the pro-Castro activist Medea Benjamin, Code Pink presents itself as an organization of housewives who oppose war. In fact, the core leadership of Code Pink met while organizing support for Nicaragua’s Marxist dictatorship and El Salvador’s Communist guerrillas in the 1980s. In 1985, top Code Pink organizer Sandra “Sand” Brim flew an American surgeon to El Salvador to operate on Marxist guerrilla commander Nidia Diaz. TV actor and Win Without War activist Mike Farrell was also present. Commander Diaz’s group had murdered four Marines and nine civilians just two months before.

- **Pittsburgh Social Forum.** This is an activist group that “identifies with the World Social Forum,” an international socialist gathering of anti-globalization radicals. The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Columbia (FARC) a Columbian narco-terrorist group led workshops at the Forum’s international meeting in 2001. Interestingly, on February 9, 2003, John Kerry defended FARC terrorists on C-SPAN, saying a recent Colombian bombing “seems to be a renewal of a kind of chaos fueled partly by guerrillas who have legitimate complaints.”

- **Pittsburgh Association of Peacemakers and Proactive Youth (PAPPY).** According to its own description, this is “Pittsburgh’s first action network linking high school activists across the city. PAPPY is a resource for students who want to get involved and need a place to start, and for those who want to meet with other involved high school students.” PAPPY induces these high school students to dress like anarchists and take part in illegal antiwar protests. The group’s photo page shows pictures from the “unpermitted” (i.e., illegal) March 20th protest, including the inevitable police arrests of these minors.

- **Pittsburgh Bill of Rights Defense Campaign.** This is an organization that successfully lobbied to pass the Pittsburgh city council’s anti-Patriot Act resolution, which enjoins city officials to refuse municipal cooperation with Homeland Security measures.

- **Conscience.** The services of this group include “counseling, legal support, organizing public solidarity with individual conscientious objectors.” It would appear their interest is in those “conscientious objectors” already in the military. In the summer of 2003, Medea Benjamin and Leslie Cagan founded “Occupation Watch,” located in Baghdad, to encourage American servicemen to declare themselves “conscientious objects” and sent home. This is the institutionalization of what Jane Fonda attempted to do as an individual on her visits to Communist North Vietnam in the 1970s: encourage U.S. military personnel to defect from their duty. In an article for Nation, Benjamin sketched this as one plank of a larger plan to erode U.S. military strength around the world.

- **RESYST.** RESYST is a self-described “radical queer project,” named for a celibate Roman Catholic.

- **Peaceburgh.** This is an organization that hopes to usher in world peace by asking schoolchildren to paint “peace bird” pictures.
• **The Raging Grannies**, a group of old-timers who sing protest songs at antiwar rallies.

• **Haiti Solidarity Committee**, which shows its solidarity with Marxist dictator Jean-Bertrand Aristide.

• **Zapatista Alliance Pittsburgh**, which supports Mexico’s violent, Marxist Zapatista revolution in Chiapas.

• **Pittsburgh Palestine Solidarity Committee**, which is self-explanatory.

• **Parenting for Peace**, ditto.

• **Anti-War Committee**, ditto.

With so many vocal groups under its wing, the Thomas Merton Center is able to hold demonstrations on a regular basis. The Center took protesters via bus, van and carpool to the April 2002 anti-Israel “peace” rally in Washington, D.C., where participants chanted “Long Live the Intifada!” and supported Palestinian terrorists. According to pictures on the Center website, activists marched alongside International ANSWER, the Socialist Party USA and the National Youth & Student Peace Coalition.

At a February 2003 “peace” rally, supporters carried signs with such messages as “Capitalism is War”; “Fixed Election, Bogus President, Phony War”; “Bush AWOL”; and “Drop Bush, Not Bombs.” They were joined in this march by anarchists in black masks, whose calling card is provoking confrontations with police. United for Peace and Justice, International ANSWER and Code Pink are also frequent comrades of the Merton activists at antiwar protests. On March 20, 2004, The Merton Center faithful marched alongside Physicians for Social Responsibility (another regular grantee of the Heinz Endowments) in a protest opposing Operation Iraqi Freedom a year after Saddam’s fall.

On June 5, 2004, the TMC protested the abuses at Iraq’s Abu Ghraib prison. According to the radical Internet website Indymedia.org: “Organized by the Thomas Merton Center’s Anti-War Committee, some protesters re-enacted the infamous photos of Abu Ghraib prison abuse.”

A June 2004 editorial, putatively on “gay liberation,” explained the organization’s radical principles. “As people struggling for liberation, we don’t consider it ‘equality’ if we too can participate in the killing of thousands of innocent people for oil or any other reason... We don’t want to be admitted into the military – we want to abolish it. And we demand an end to America’s imperialistic warmonger tactics.” The editorial also denounces “capitalistic greed.” This group approved of (and featured on its website) the “Christianity and Anarchism” conference, a “Renewing the Anarchist Tradition” conference and a “Life After Capitalism” seminar attended by indicted terrorist Lynne Stewart, radical Z magazine editor Michael Albert, and Wiccan priestess “Starhawk.”

When not attempting to undermine America’s war abroad, the Center is at war with Homeland Security. The Merton Center also played a role in lobbying Pittsburgh’s city council to adopt the anti-PATRIOT Act resolution demanding “Pittsburgh police refrain from participating in unlawful and illegal searches” – the kind the Supreme Court has declared perfectly legal – “engaging in racial profiling and enforcing immigration laws that are the responsibility of the federal government.” The objective is to make Pittsburgh an “asylum city” above the decrees of federal immigration law.
Not surprisingly, the Thomas Merton Center has a blasé attitude toward Islamic terrorism. For example, the editorial in the September 2002 issue of the Center’s publication condemns the *Pittsburgh Tribune-Review* for noting several suspected terrorists in the Pittsburgh area were affiliated with the local “Attawheed Foundation...a West End Saudi school, Al Andalus [another Muslim group]; and a magazine, ‘Assirat Al-Mustaqueem,’ published between 1991 and 2000, which was said to publish inflammatory pro-terrorist articles...Whatever may have appeared in Assirat a year ago, or five years or ten years ago, appeared in another time. This is now.” Assirat posted fatwas from Muslim clerics blessing jihad operations against infidels, including crashing airplanes into buildings. The government has since ordered the site’s operator, Sami Omar Al-Hussayen, to be deported.

**Republican National Convention Protests**

As early as February 2004, the Thomas Merton Center planned to send protesters to the Republican National Convention in NYC the following September. They write, “In Pittsburgh, Global Justice Now, a project of the Thomas Merton Center...will be organizing multiple buses for the RNC events while the Pittsburgh Organizing Group (POG) is considering what type of direct action tactics are feasible during the RNC.” They were surprisingly forthright about their intentions: “Every group mobilizing wants to oppose the convention and thousands of people will be in NYC to physically disrupt to the maximum extent possible the functioning of the RNC, but it remains to be seen how diverse approaches can work together in the close quarters of Manhattan.” They also boast of their working relationship with “The NYC Campaign to Demilitarize the Police.” Thus, grant money provided by the wife of the opposition candidate may have gone directly to protesters whose purpose was to disrupt the Republican convention and, in effect, shut down the democratic process.

**“We’re Not Fair-Weather Radicals”**

Other “grassroots” umbrella groups receiving Three Rivers and hence Heinz-Kerry money are the Alliance for Progressive Action and The Pittsburgh Coalition to Counter Hate Groups. The Alliance for Progressive Action’s executive director, Linda Wambaugh, knows how to turn out a vocal, angry crowd. She spent 13 years as organizing director of the local Service Employees International Union, the most left-wing of the government unions (its president Andrew Stern is an old SDS, anti-Vietnam War radical). The *Pittsburgh Post-Gazette* dubbed Wambaugh a “protest pro.” With a background in left-wing agitation, she wasted no time coordinating protests against America’s bombing of Iraq – in 1999, during the Clinton administration. Also present at the rally against Clinton’s incursion was Molly Rush of the Thomas Merton Center, and Jan Neffke of The Pittsburgh Coalition to Counter Hate Groups. Neffke told the *Post-Gazette* of her plans to mobilize a “Free Mumia” rally in Philadelphia, the hometown of his victim’s widow. Noting that the same faces turn up at all Pittsburgh rallies, one protest leader summed up, “We’re not fair-weather radicals.”

**Shutting Down Christian Media**

However, The Alliance for Progressive Action is best known for its simultaneous assault on two clauses of the First Amendment: freedom of speech and freedom of religion. In 1999, the Alliance tried to stifle a local Christian television station – and nearly muffled Christian broadcasters nationwide. When Cornerstone Television tried to swap its FCC license to broadcast on a commercial frequency near Pittsburgh for a non-commercial one, the Alliance filed a complaint calling the nonprofit station’s programming “highly ideological” and “extremist.” The Alliance’s challenge resulted in the FCC issuing a ruling that declared that all non-commercial television stations must dedicate one-half of their programming time to “educational” programming – which does not include religious broadcasts.
of any kind. This would have crippled Christian radio and television stations – which are overwhelmingly conservative – effectively silencing them twelve-hours a day. The ruling generated tremendous opposition and was quickly withdrawn, but for a moment the Alliance for Progressive Action joined with a Democrat-controlled governmental body to silence the entire Christian media. Two years later, Teresa Heinz Kerry funneled money to the funding parent of the would-be censor.

Money for “Radical Queers”

The Three Rivers Community Foundation also funds the Gay and Lesbian Community Center of Pittsburgh. The GLCC supported the March 20, 2004, protests sponsored by the Thomas Merton Center, posting this notice on its calendar under the heading, “Anti-war call for a Radical Queer/Pink Bloc”: “Resyst [another Three Rivers program] is sending this call out to all radical queers and queer sympathizers to join us in Pittsburgh. Those who see the interconnectedness of all oppressions and struggles and who wish to ensure that a radical queer perspective is heard in the ongoing anti-war movement must join together.”

On November 5, 2003, they invited people to see the Guerrilla Girls. The Guerrilla Girls (who apparently wear gorilla costumes on stage) create leftist/feminist posters, including “George Bush’s Letter to Santa.” In the letter, scribbled in a child’s hand, the commander in chief asks for “A big flag with lots of stars” and “All the oil in the world.”

Three Rivers also funds Prevention Point Pittsburgh, which “began providing needle exchange services once a week” to Steel Town’s junkies.

In other words, Three Rivers funds numerous front groups, all designed to attract individuals from different backgrounds – including minors and pre-teen children, Islamists, socialists, feminists, homosexuals and drug addicts – in order to recruit them to radical agendas. Heinz executive director Maxwell King grouses that critics accuse his charity of “using its funding...to advance a laundry list of partisan causes and fringe political groups.” Where on earth would they get an idea like that?
CHAPTER 3: SALUTING RADICAL HEROES

In 1993, Teresa Heinz Kerry decided to create the Heinz Awards “to honor outstanding leaders in areas of great importance” to her late husband, Republican Senator John Heinz. The Heinz Awards Board of Directors – which includes Teresa Heinz Kerry and her son, André Heinz – selects winners in six areas. Winners receive an unrestricted cash prize of $250,000 and a medallion in a ceremony in the nation’s capital.

Paul and Anne Ehrlich. The very first year Teresa Heinz Kerry offered the Heinz Awards, she chose to honor environmental extremists Paul and Anne Ehrlich. The Ehrlich’s were chosen “in recognition of their thoughtful study of difficult environmental issues [and] their commitment to bringing their findings to the attention of policy makers and the public.”

Paul Ehrlich gained notoriety in the 1960s and ‘70s, most notably with their book *The Population Bomb* by predicting an impending ecological apocalypse. Among Ehrlich’s “thoughtful” findings:

- “The battle to feed humanity is over. In the 1970s the world will undergo famines...hundreds of millions of people (including Americans) are going to starve to death.” (1968)
- “I would take even money that England will not exist in the year 2000.” (1969)
- “Before 1985, mankind will enter a genuine age of scarcity...in which the accessible supplies of many key minerals will be facing depletion.” (1976)
- Falling temperatures would cause the ice caps to sink into the ocean, producing “a global tidal wave that could wipe out a substantial portion of mankind, and the sea level could rise 60 to 100 feet.” (1970)

- After switching from predicting an impending Ice Age to its logical opposite, Global Warming, he shrieked, “The population of the U.S. will shrink from 250 million to about 22.5 million before 1999 because of famine and global warming.”

The Heinz Awards also praise the Ehrlichs for “their willingness to suggest solutions.” Glossing over their raving diagnoses, the Heinz Awards website claims, “Their prescriptions, sometimes misrepresented as draconian, are rooted in...Judeo-Christian principles.” In his magnum opus *The Population Bomb*, Paul Ehrlich decreed, “We must have population control at home, hopefully through a system of incentives and penalties, but by compulsion if voluntary methods fail.” He suggested adding “temporary sterilants” to the water supply but thought “society would probably dissolve before sterilants were added to the water by the government.” Ehrlich called China’s policy of forced abortion “vigorously and effective,” a “grand experiment in the management of population.” Far from Judeo-Christian, Ehrlich’s anti-human positions could better be described as “sacrificing children to Moloch.” Ehrlich’s predictions snared a generation of gullible reporters and hysterical Green activists in the 1970s, who gave his totalitarian prescriptions serious consideration, and apparently still do.

Luis Garden Acosta. Acosta is the 1998 “Human Condition” Award Recipient (with Frances Lucerna) for his work at El Puente. Acosta is founder, president and CEO of El Puente (“The Bridge” in Spanish), a Brooklyn “community organization” founded in the early Eighties. He also has established a high school, the El Puente Academy for Peace and Justice.

Acosta was an early member of the Young Lords Party, the Puerto Rican equivalent of the Black Panthers, a radical and violent street gang. “The 13 Point Program and Platform of the Young Lords Party,” to which Acosta professed allegiance, is worth quoting:
Acosta has been motivated by this same toxic zeal all his life. El Puente is home to the “CHE Institute” (Community Health & Environment, but Acosta refers to it almost exclusively as the “CHE Institute” for reasons of euphony). El Puente’s website links to United for Peace and Justice and the Communist Paper, the People’s Weekly World. He should; he’s been favorably covered there.76

As Heather MacDonald reported in New York’s City Journal, “El Puente evaluates students on their commitment to ‘social and economic justice.’ The students have demonstrated such commitment by protesting a local incinerator as ‘environmental racism’; as part of El Puente’s after-school program, they will soon staff a center intended to help the garment workers’ union, UNITE, organize workers.”77 The school calendar is loaded with protests, grievances and loony-left commemorations; it records, for instance, that August 7 is “Transgender International Rights and Education Day.”78

This mandatory left-wing activism explains why El Puente was a major force in New York’s antiwar protests before Operation Iraqi Freedom. Like the Thomas Merton Center, Acosta leads his underage students in hate-filled, profanity-laden protests where speakers often condemn their own country as “racist,” “imperialist” and “evil.” The New York Post recorded Acosta took a delegation – presumably of his students – to the February 15, 2003, antiwar march in New York City and led them in chanting “War is whack. Get out of Iraq.” El Puente art teacher Noah Jemisin also participated.79 Another New York publication observed, “The [local] groups [including El Puente] have joined forces with each other and with nationwide organizations such as United for Peace and Justice, the A.N.S.W.E.R. (Act Now to Stop War and End Racism) coalition, and Code Pink.” For this, El Puente receives not just nonprofit grants from Heinz but also federal funding.80

Acosta’s students aren’t just graded on their ability to shout shrill anti-war phrases; they’re also evaluated on their ability with a spray paint can. El Puente offers a class teaching students graffiti. Entitled “Hip Hop 101,” students learn how to deface other people’s property in the most artistic, eye-catching way possible. (Break dancing and hip-hop “music” are also discussed.) Such academic ephemera is offered despite the fact that, as MacDonald points out, “The school’s average SAT scores in 1997 – 385 in verbal, 363 in math (out of a possible 800 in each) – lagged far behind the city’s already abysmal average of 443 in verbal and 464 in math.”81 A school built out of racist envy, hostile to the government that funds it and unable to educate the children entrusted to it: this is the travesty Teresa Heinz Kerry wishes to honor and have others emulate?

August Wilson. In the most recent class of Heinz Award winners (2003), playwright August Wilson won the Heinz Award for “Arts and Humanities.” In the words of the Heinz Endowments, Wilson is constantly “stirring us with passion and challenging us to recognize the truths [sic.] about ourselves.”82 Two years before the award, he stirred passion with an e-mail exchange posted on the Slate website. The exchange began on September 10, 2001. The day after 9/11, Wilson counseled:

To understand the politics we need to look at the origins of the war and understand that it is not a war driven by territorial disputes and fought by standing armies but hatred for our arrogant display of power and our seeming callous indifference to the rest of the word’s humanity. Then I think we can, as you say, begin to address “the deeper problems that made for this fanatic hate.”
Earlier in the day, he gave this Solomonic military advice:

I suggest we forgo any military action against a handful of elusive and destructive terrorists and use our resources, and the unconquerable will of the American people, to rebuild the World Trade Center on the exact spot (Phoenix rising from the ashes) as a testament to the resiliency of the American spirit. This, to my mind, would be the truly heroic thing to do.\textsuperscript{83}

The next day (9/13), he reaffirmed that America finally got what she had coming:

If, as you say, this act of terrorism says to the world, “You will not live in your dream, you will live in ours,” then it is a reversal of roles. So much of America’s policies and practices, its influence on global politics and economics has resulted in us saying the very same thing to the rest of the world. The terrorists may well be responding to the “profound psychic humiliation” of being colonized by another’s ideas.

He also expressed concern the deadly terrorist assault “will fan the flames of Patriotism.”\textsuperscript{84} These are hard “truths” indeed. A few months after receiving the Heinz Award, Wilson would make a similar diatribe during a commencement address in Washington state.

\textbf{Dr. Julius Richmond}. Also in 2003, Teresa Heinz Kerry bestowed the “Public Policy” award on Dr. Julius Richmond, the Surgeon General during Jimmy Carter’s administration. Richmond watched the tragedies of September 11 from the comfort of Castro’s Cuba. He had just finished touring the Stalinist island tyranny with four other physicians – including controversial Clinton Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders – all of whom were reportedly impressed with CastroCare and incensed, not by Castro’s relentless oppression of his populace, but by American foreign policy.

When he returned two days after 9/11, his first public statement focused on – condemning the United States’ blockade of Cuba. While hundreds of people extinguished flickering hopes that their loved ones might still be alive inside the rubble of that evil attack, the good doctor called America’s economic Cuban boycott “an immoral and shameful policy.”\textsuperscript{85} Richmond was outdone only by Elders, who reportedly said of Cuban health care, “Cuba’s is better. They work at keeping people healthy.”\textsuperscript{86}

Ending the embargo of Cuba is a passion of Richmond, a member of the Advisory Board for Americans for Humanitarian Trade with Cuba. (The AHTC website links to the Alliance for Responsible Cuba Policy Foundation, which features pictures of star-struck Rep. John Tanner, D-TN, fawning as Castro “autographs” an American flag.)\textsuperscript{87} In May 2004, Richmond signed a letter calling on President Bush to lift trade restrictions against Cuba. The letter reads in part, “Forty-three years of the strongest embargo in our history has resulted in increased hardship for the people of Cuba while making no change whatsoever in the political makeup of the Cuban government. We can no longer support a policy carried out in our name which causes suffering of the most vulnerable – women, children and the elderly.” Richmond’s co-signers include Oliver Stone, Francis Ford Coppola, Dwayne Andreas (of agricultural giant Archer Daniels Midland), Jim Winkler (the General Secretary of the United Methodist Church) and Robert Edgar (General Secretary of the National Council of Churches).\textsuperscript{88}

In 2003, Richmond and Clinton Surgeon General David Satcher endorsed the single-payer national health care plan proposed by Physicians for a National Health Program.\textsuperscript{89} This is the same health plan endorsed by political savant Warren Beatty in his film \textit{Bulworth}. (“Call it single-payer or Canadian way/Only socialized medicine will ever save the day/Now, let me hear that dirty word: So-o-ocialism!”) The PNHP’s single-payer plan is more socialistic than the “National Health Plan” Jimmy Carter proposed during Richmond’s tenure as Surgeon General in 1979.
When the plan’s designers admitted Canadian-style rationing of services would ensue upon its passage, Richmond didn’t bat an eye. He announced his support of single-payer health insurance in 2003, and apart from his very public endorsement—and his steady missives to the president about Cuba—he had lingered in obscurity since the Reagan years. Teresa Heinz Kerry’s award followed that December.

**Peter Matthiessen.** Kerry recognized the achievements of author, social activist and Zen teacher, Peter Matthiessen, with a Heinz Award in 1999. Primarily a nature writer, as the Heinz press release announcing this award notes Matthiessen also agitates for leftist change. According to the same release, his books _In the Spirit of Crazy Horse and Indian Country_ “clearly challenges state and federal policies destroying [Indian] land and culture.” In _In the Spirit of Crazy Horse_ focuses on the trial of Leonard Peltier, a member of the American Indian Movement (AIM) convicted of shooting two FBI agents at Pine Ridge Reservation in 1975. Matthiessen asked Bill Clinton to pardon Peltier during a private meeting with the president. Peltier’s case, along with that of fellow leftist cop-killer Mumia Abu-Jamal, is a _cause celebre_ on the left. In 2004, the Peace and Freedom Party selected Peltier as its 2004 presidential candidate.

On December 6, 1997, Matthiessen joined the “International Tribunal for Mumia.” The tribunal was organized by the Marxist group “Refuse and Resist” to “investigate the government’s conspiracy to silence, deny justice to and take the life of Abu-Jamal.” Refuse and Resist is the creation of C. Clark Kissinger, a member of the Revolutionary Communist Party, a Maoist sect. Kissinger also initiated the “Not In Our Name” antiraw project. Other co-endorsers of the Mumia tribunal included Peltier, Ramsey Clark, the National Lawyers Guild, Panthers United for Revolutionary Education, Jacques Derrida, Cornel West, Angela Davis, Medea Benjamin and Howard Zinn.

At Matthiessen’s suggestion, the Heinz Endowments made a $10,000 endowment to Medea Benjamin’s Global Exchange, an organization that takes citizens on tours of Potemkin villages in foreign lands, to demonstrate the evils of American foreign policy and the wonders of socialism. Teresa Heinz Kerry also honored his request to donate $1,000 to the Earth Island Institute. On September 14, 2001, the Institute’s website bore the headline “U.S. Responds to Terrorist Attacks with Self-Righteous Arrogance.”

Some critics argue it is wrong to hold the Heinz Endowments responsible for what its grant recipients do after they receive their money. There are two replies to this. First, nearly every such action has a string of antecedents. In this case, Earth Island Institute’s founder, David Brower, had denounced the “imperialist” United States in a show of “solidarity environmentalism” with Nicaraguan Sandinista strongman Daniel Ortega in 1989 at the fourth International Congress on the Hope and Fate of the Earth, held in Managua. Brower wrote, “[S]olidarity environmentalism is the only kind that makes sense...Would George Bush and Margaret Thatcher be able to call themselves environmentalists if the effort to protect the ozone layer and stop global warming was linked to the Third World movement’s demands for a new, more equitable international economic system, an end to the Third World debt, and curbs on the free action of multinational corporations?”

Teresa is well acquainted with the Earth Island Institute; she serves Brower on the Advisory Board of the Earth Communications Office (a group she funds). Also on the board are Paul and Anne Ehrlich, Al Gore, Randy Hayes of the violent Rainforest Action Network, Rep. Henry Waxman, Susan Weber of Zero Population Growth, Alex Pacheco of PETA, Tamara Lee Boyer of the National Resources Defense Council (a frequent Heinz grantee), Dr. Henry Kendall of the Environmental Defense Fund (a frequent Heinz grantee on whose board Teresa Heinz Kerry also sits). Hayes of RAN agrees with Brower’s view of capitalism, calling it “an absurd economic system rapidly destroying nature.” In this context, it is disturbing that Teresa Heinz Kerry agreed to distribute monies to this organization, and given its history of denigrat-
ing the United States, the Green leopard should not be expected to change its spots.

The second, less elaborate, argument holds that what the grantee does after receiving the grant is the only appropriate measuring stick of the grant’s impact and effectiveness. Philanthropy hopes to change the world; how else is one to define whether a donation has succeeded in doing so? And how else is society to hold the grantee – or the granter – accountable?

**Peggy Shepard.** Shepard won the Heinz Environment Award in 2003. Shepard is the co-founder and executive director of West Harlem Environmental Action, which she inexplicably abbreviates “WE ACT.” (Perhaps she graduated from El Puente.) The Heinz press release dubs Shepard, “An environmental crusader…against a systemic form of racism that threatens to sacrifice the environmental health of poor urban areas.”

Continuing her support of non-mainstream activists with a history of illegal protest, Heinz selected Shepard, who began her career in 1988, when she and a group of other protesters “donned gas masks and held up traffic near [a treatment] plant. They were promptly arrested, but not before they had made their point.”

Shepard has become a pioneering activist in the fight against “environmental racism,” the “systemic form of racism” caused by no malice nor design and often brought on by the very conditions civil rights “leadership” sues to create. Shepard and WE ACT’s seemingly only project of note is a multi-year struggle against the Manhattan Transportation Authority. At issue is the fact that six of the MTA’s eight bus depots are located in Northern Manhattan, an area primarily populated by minorities. Shepard alleges (despite a dearth of medical evidence) that diesel exhaust has led to an asthma epidemic among area children, and this is a form of “environmental racism.” According to WE ACT:

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act states that no agency receiving Federal funds shall administer a program that discriminates against people on the basis of race. If an agency’s actions have the effect of discriminating, the agency is in violation of Civil Rights law, even if discrimination is not intentional. “The MTA would not get away with putting the diesel depots and diesel bus parking lots in other neighborhoods in Manhattan,” said Ms. Shepard.

She summed up, “We believe it’s discriminatory because [MTA officials] are spending their money to place a disproportionate burden on low...
income communities and communities of color in New York City.\textsuperscript{104} Inverting forty years of civil rights rhetoric, Shepard interpreted increased government spending in “communities of color” as “discriminatory” – a calamity to be remedied by ratcheting up governmental regulation and expanding public health programs. And awarding financial reparations to aggrieved communities and their legal counsel, like Ms. Shepard. “Environmental racism,” in short, is a gentler term for extortion.

Obviously, cities situate bus depots in those areas most likely to use them, and studies have shown minorities disproportionately avai themselves of public transportation. Indeed, civil rights organizations have accused cities of racism for failure to locate more buses in minority neighborhoods. In other words, Shepard’s group has cried racism and filed a federal lawsuit with the U.S. Department of Transportation, because New York City is too attentive in providing taxpayer-subsidized services to minorities. No good deed goes unpunished.

**Gen. George Lee Butler.** When does awarding a Public Policy award to a retired U.S. Air Force General and former commander of the Strategic Air Command make people question your commitment to national security? When that general calls for the United States to enact a complete, unilateral destruction of all its nuclear weapons. In 2001, the Heinz Awards selected Butler for its Public Policy award specifically because he believed in nuclear abolition. The press release states, “Despite the fact that his beliefs were frequently not in keeping with official policy, congruent with professional bias or conducive to personal advancement, George Lee Butler has been willing to take the risks required to do what he felt was right. He has made the world a better place by drastically decreasing the numbers of, and the planned uses for, nuclear weapons.”\textsuperscript{105} Heinz did not specify what new “planned use” North Korea, the Islamic Republic of Iran or the People’s Republic of China have for their nuclear arsenals.

Butler calls for the complete abolition of nuclear weapons within America. He now shuns the term “abolition” (since it made people question his sanity), preferring the more sensible term “responsible reductions.” Still, he maintains, “the goal is and must be zero.” He began this call shortly before retiring from the military in 1994, the year North Korea threatened to develop nuclear weapons – or rather, the year Pyongyang began developing nuclear weapons after fooling another gullible arms control advocate named Jimmy Carter.\textsuperscript{106}

A few years later, the Marxists lobbed a missile over Japanese air space; it is assumed they are capable of striking Alaska or the western United States. In a world in which it is impossible to know with certainty when regimes are seeking to attain nuclear weapons, when President Bush is being criticized for launching a pre-emptive war to stop Saddam Hussein’s nuclear design, unilateral nuclear abolition seems an irresponsible course of action.

**Carol Gilligan.** Gilligan won the Heinz Award for the “Human Condition” in 1997, while she was the Chair of Gender Studies in Harvard University’s Graduate School of Education. The award was given, in part, because, according to the Heinz Award’s press release, Gilligan “has transformed assumptions of what it means to be human.”\textsuperscript{107} (No small feat.)

Her book *In a Different Voice* became an overnight classic for the feminist movement, garnering Gilligan *Ms.* magazine’s “Woman of the Year” award in 1984. In her work, Gilligan claims women lose their voice in patriarchal society, causing adolescent girls to suffer a crippling crisis of self-worth. Men use their “chest” voice, speaking their minds and ordering people around. However, society encultures women to believe they must use their “head” voice: the flighty purr of a complicit pet. During adolescence, women learn “society” does not “value” their opinions, forcing them to use the “head voice,” and this causes profound withdrawal. The feminist establishment seized upon this pseudo-psychological theorem to invent a “crisis of confidence” leading young women into with-
they spend more time in closer proximity to testosterone than estrogen, the data Gilligan used to reach her morality conclusions have not been made available for peer review. Three psychologists at Oberlin College independently administered a Gilligan morality test to male and female students five years after In a Different Voice hit the shelves. Their conclusion? “There were no reliable sex differences...in the directions predicted by Gilligan.”

This has not stopped the Teresa Heinz from lionizing upon Gilligan. Others have followed her example. Jane Fonda donated $12.5 million to Harvard University’s Center on Gender and Education just as Gilligan left Harvard for NYU.

Gilligan has applied her own principles to the political scene as a member of the Ms. Foundation’s Board of Directors. As Kimberly Schuld has noted in her indispensable Guide to Feminist Organizations, “the Ms. Foundation received a Presidential Award for Excellence in Microenterprise Development at the close of the Clinton administration for programs assisting low income women who create their own jobs. By contrast, after the first 100 days of George W. Bush’s presidency, it released a report claiming the president had ‘left women and children behind.’” This partisanship undoubtedly appeals to feminists, as well.

Gilligan did not change “assumptions of what it means to be human.” However, she has changed the original feminist assumption that women and men, though distinct, should be accorded equal dignity.

Paul Gorman. Gorman, who was awarded the 1999 Heinz Environment prize, founded the National Religious Partnership for the Environment in 1991. His primary accomplishment has been mobilizing liberal church hierarchs (e.g., Arch-heretic Frank Griswold of the Episcopal Church USA and A. Roy Medley of the American Baptist Church) and well-meaning conservative, religious men (e.g., Bishop

Oddly, like her statistics that prove boys are more likely to stutter if
The National Religious Partnership’s most recent manifesto is entitled “Earth’s Climate Embraces Us All: A Plea From Religion and Science for Action on Global Climate Change.” This document begins: “The wealthier nations of the planet have a solemn moral obligation to help developing countries protect the poor in their midst as they seek to limit greenhouse gas emissions.” This “obligation” stems from the dire consequences of Global Warming, including “more frequent occurrences of heat waves, drought, torrential rains, and floods; global sea level rise of between one-half and three feet; increase of tropical diseases in non-temperate regions; significant reduction in biodiversity.” With the fervor of a street preacher, the clergy exhort “policies that devalue scientific consensus, withdraw from diplomatic initiative, and seek only voluntary initiatives.”

This certainty is adopted, despite the fact that significant scientific evidence casts doubt on the existence of global warming, while there is no consensus about what the effects of such change might be. As noted above, thirty years ago the world’s “leading” environmental scientists were predicting a new Ice Age; now, even the progenitor of the Global Warming theory has his doubts about the efficacy of limiting so-called “greenhouse gas” emissions.

Laying its junk science aside, the National Religious Partnership for the Environment renders two invaluable services to the political left. These partisan clerics intone the proof-texts of the Green movement in the language of brimstone and redemption, conferring an air of sanctity to the left’s tired agenda. Teresa Heinz, herself a true believer, has made this a priority. The Heinz Endowments have channeled more than a quarter-of-a-million dollars first to the Episcopal Diocese of Bethlehem, then to a group call “Enterprising Environmental Solutions, Inc.” for the “Interfaith Power and Light” program, which teaches opposing the environmentalist political agenda is a sin (indeed, possibly the only sin the Episcopal Church USA still recognizes). Interfaith Power and Light facilitates the environmentalist movement’s goals among liberal Christians, offering “a curriculum, Exploration/Expression, that explores connections between faith, religious spaces, and our environment.” This is often taught to elementary school children during Vacation Bible School in place of the Bible. For example, summer campers at St. Barnabas Episcopal Church “discovered that the cost of one pizza from choir practice was enough to purchase renewable energy for their building for a month.”

Truly, there is rejoicing in Heaven over one capitalist who repenteth.

The Religious left also gives the Democratic Party a public relations windfall. Numerous polls show Democrats enjoy little support from those who regularly attend religious services. Joining hands in a press conference with the leading lights of the nation’s “mainstream” denominations – whom the media never identify as liberal – provides Democrats cover on “the God issue.” When conservatives point out that most religious conservatives oppose a given bill, the left can point to this coalition with equal fervor, although the size and influence of the National Religious Partnership for the Environment is miniscule compared to the Christian Right, another fact generally unreported.

The “philanthropic left” seems quite interested in developing an in-house religious presence. The Carnegie Corporation has given tens of thousands of dollars to The Interfaith Alliance, an organization established to counter the political views of the Religious Right. In the waning days of the Clinton administration, when The Interfaith Alliance was still in its infancy, the Alliance’s energy was directed to restoring “citizenship” to political dialogue. That was when the rhetoric of average Americans had begun to match their revulsion at President Clinton’s philistine morality. Now that the left regularly compares a Republican president to Adolf Hitler, castigates him for genocide and brutally questions his intelligence, The Interfaith Alliance seems to have lost its interest in decorum.
First lady returned to its meetings to read part of her book *It Takes a Village to Raise a Child* (perhaps the least subtle phrase ever concocted by the Nanny State). Yet in the true fashion of the left, Edelman put political conviction above friendship in 1996. That year, she organized the “Stand for Children” rally in Washington, D.C., to oppose Bill Clinton’s welfare reform policy. Numerous far-left organizations attended, including the War Resisters League. In discussing the historic reform, she claimed her friend Clinton’s actions “will leave a moral blot on his presidency and on our nation…It takes no political courage to stand up to 2-month-old babies or to play election-year games of political chicken at preschoolers’ expense.” This rhetoric should have sounded familiar to Clinton, who accused Newt Gingrich and Bob Dole of taking food out of the mouths of hungry schoolchildren during the... the budget while increasing social spending and cutting defense, these overwrought lamentations strained credulity.

Since the welfare reform bill was enacted, 2.3 million children have moved out of poverty, and the rate of poverty for black children has reached an historic low. No previous economic expansion since its creation has reduced the number of people utilizing the AFDC program. Yet welfare reform reduced welfare rolls by millions while nearly doubling the employment rate of poor mothers. For this, Edelman charges Republicans and New Democrats with genocide.

Edelman’s constant refrain has been to increase federal spending – but not for everyone who stands in her way. One conservative organization described the Children’s Defense Fund’s political orientation:

The Children Defense Fund’s own “Nonpartisan Voting Index” routinely grades liberals such as Sen. Ted Kennedy as 100 percent politically correct. Founder Marian Wright Edelman regularly scolds the government for not copying Europe’s socialist programs. On NBC, she pronounced: “We need to talk about the poverty of values of a country that let its children die because we don’t provide [national] health insurance.” In 1990, Edelman even attacked liberal Reps. Tom Downey and George Miller for being too conservative on childcare spending, saying they were “willing to rob millions of children.”

The long affinity between Edelman and Hillary Clinton is well known. Clinton once headed the Children’s Defense Fund, and after becoming
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real welfare reform.”

In three sentences she thus endorsed full employment, socialized medicine, federally funded babysitters for all, and infinite welfare benefits for those not inclined to forsake indolence.

Despite the decrease in child poverty during the Reagan era and the independence engendered by the Republican welfare reform bill Dick Morris convinced Bill Clinton to sign, Edelman has not rethought the soundness of her continual requests for bigger, more expensive and more expansive federal bureaucracies to “solve” the problem of poverty.

**Cushing Dolbeare.** Dolbeare, head of the National Low Income Housing Coalition, was the winner of the 2001 Heinz Human Condition award. Like Edelman, she is a longtime advocate of more federal spending, in her case for housing. She notes that since 1980, “the majority of the members of Congress no longer represent districts where poverty is a significant problem.” Rather than rejoice at expanding national prosperity, she frets this will lead to cuts in welfare spending.

Nor is she above playing with statistics to enhance her point. At a 1999 academic conference, she inflated the extent of the national housing crisis, “It is a problem that goes well up the income scale if you take households that have to pay more than 30 percent of their income for housing.”

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average American spent 32 percent of his income on housing in the year 2000. As one might expect, this varies greatly from one region to another, with a higher-than-average percentage of income demanded for housing on the two coasts, less in the nation’s interior. In other words, Dolbeare advocates “socialized housing.”

Her website dubbed April 21, 2004, “MASSIVE CALL-IN DAY TO STOP THE BUDGET CUTS!” (Screaming emphasis in original.) She instructed callers to demand Congress enact “No more draconian cuts in important programs” while distributing “unfair and unpaid-for tax cuts.” The site alleges in fiscal year 2005 “the budget would cut between $2 billion and $11 billion” from Medicaid. The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, a left-leaning think tank, on the other hand, acknowledges that Medicaid spending would increase from $177 billion to $182 billion.

Only in Washington, D.C., can budget increases be called “budget cuts,” and “draconian” ones, at that.

**Bernice Johnson Reagon.** Lifelong activist, singer and Black History professor Bernice Johnson Reagon received the 2002 Arts and Humanities award from Heinz. Reagon, who is the (Bill and Camille) Cosby Chair Professor of Fine Arts at the Spelman College and a former professor of African-American History, is best known for her 30-year stint with the a cappella protest group “Sweet Honey in the Rock.” Reagon was formerly active with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, where she organized the Freedom Singers. Heinz pays Reagon homage, saying, “she has combined music, a commitment to social justice and academic excellence, and has earned esteem in all three.”

Reagon has embraced a panoply of left-wing causes both in her activism and in her singing repertoire. Analyzing her “wholistic” approach to leftist causes while discussing today’s antismmunist movement, she observed: “To say peace is to make it too narrow. There are people who are involved who are very disturbed over our invasion of Iraq; these same people are appalled at the absolute dishonesty and lack of integrity that’s been revealed in the economic system.” Call it “solidarity sabotage.” She forthrightly stated, “this is not the country that I want to help support and help build and it is important for me to say it in some way.” In her bid to help build a more peaceful world, she attended the Ruckus/Global Exchange riots in Seattle in 1999, calling their handiwork “a very important effort.”

The National Organization for Women planned to honor Bernice
Johnson Reagon on September 9, 2004, at its “Second Annual Intrepid Awards Gala.” Also on the bill was “Vagina Monologues” author Eve Ensler, whose play portrays an adult lesbian’s molestation of a 13-year-old girl (after plying the minor with alcohol) as a beautiful experience for both. Delores Huerta was also slated to receive an Intrepid. Gray Davis appointed Huerta a regent of the University of California although she has never earned a college degree. She is a member of the Democratic Socialists of America committed to racial preferences and other politically correct hierarchies.

**James Goodby.** This former ambassador to Finland garnered the Heinz Awards’ Public Policy prize in 1994. His 2002 work *A Strategy for a Stable Peace* gives a view of his powers of insight. He opens the book—published after 9/11—with the utopian delusion, “The United States, Russia, and all the nations of Europe could eliminate war as a means of settling disputes among themselves. It will not be easy but it is within their reach.” To achieve this goal, he advised the United States to cut its active nuclear weapons inventory by ninety percent.

This boundless confidence in the kindness of strangers is omnipresent in Gooby’s thinking. His lesson from 9/11? Call the French (and others). “The attacks in New York and Washington have shown that isolationism and unilateralism are no longer viable options for the United States.” Immediately after 9/11, he advised Bush to conciliate with the Chinese, asking them to make “broader efforts to combat the spread of weapons of mass destruction,” an unusual call for the world’s chief proliferator of nuclear weapons and long range missiles to rogue regimes. In making this overture, Gooby writes, “Mr. Bush will have to correct the implications of what his administration has done to portray China as the successor to the Soviet Union,” which is “exaggerated and unproductive.”

As friction over Operation Iraqi Freedom exposed the considerable chinks in Goodby’s U.S.-Russia-EU troika, he insisted the answer to Saddam Hussein’s “decade of defiance” was “Ike-Like Diplomacy Instead of War.” Of course, Ike specialized in “brinksmanship,” threatening to launch a full-scale nuclear attack to force a peace treaty during the Korean Conflict, and again if the Communists continued to threaten the islands of Quemoy and Matsu. But this is not the diplomacy Goodby had in mind. When reality characteristically failed to live up to his expectations, Goodby accused his own Commander in chief of creating a Fortress Amerika. In a *Financial Times* article, Goodby wrote that under President Bush, “Fear has been used as a basis for curtailing freedom of expression and for questioning legal rights long taken for granted.” On the campaign trail with her husband, Teresa Heinz Kerry must have thought this attack alone worth the $250,000.

**George Woodwell.** A founder of Environmental Defense Fund, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and the World Resources Institute (all heavily funded by the Heinz Endowments), Woodwell garnered a Heinz Award in 1996. In the overbearing opening sentence of an August 11, 2004, *Boston Globe* article, Woodwell seemed to capture the attitude of the Heinz Endowments board: “While we are all preoccupied with an unnecessary war costing billions of dollars and eating up time that might far better be spent on the alleviation of poverty and disease, global climatic disruption gains momentum and moves toward irreversible climatic chaos.”

**Ernesto J. Cortés Jr.** Cortés received the Public Policy Award in 1997. The citation noted that in 1971, Cortés “moved to Chicago to study at the Saul Alinsky Training Institute...Returning to his native Texas in 1974 under the auspices of Alinsky’s Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF), Mr. Cortés founded the first IAF affiliate there in his hometown of San Antonio.” Saul Alinsky, a godfather of Sixties radicalism, wrote the book on radical agitation, a thin volume entitled *Rules for Radicals*. The Marxist Alinsky was Cortés’ formative influence, and Cortés spent years working for Alinsky in Texas. He has since opened an IAF affiliate in Los Angeles.
CHAPTER 4: PARTISAN CAUSES

Teresa Heinz Kerry has in fact invested an enormous amount of tax-exempt grant money in “a laundry list of partisan causes and fringe political groups.” The grants speak for themselves.

ACLU: The Legal Left after 9/11

For many years, no association has been so identified with the public image of the left as the ACLU. While Teresa Heinz Kerry served as a Carnegie trustee in 2000, that body donated $300,000 to the ACLU Foundation. Since 9/11, the ACLU has crusaded in behalf of al-Qaeda detainees, hindered investigations of suspected terrorists, sowed hysteria about the Patriot Act and smeared Attorney General John Ashcroft’s Justice Department as a foe of the Constitution.

According to the ACLU the Patriot Act authorizes a radical expansion of federal wiretapping and investigative powers. A typical ACLU press release reads, “Under the new Ashcroft guidelines, the FBI can freely infiltrate mosques, churches and synagogues and other houses of worship, listen in on online chat rooms and read message boards even if it has no evidence that a crime might be committed.” However, these guidelines are not “new”; these powers were granted in 1978 by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA). The Patriot Act merely allows federal agents to use these investigative tools on terrorists as they have for decades on the Mafia – preventing rather than waiting for an imminent terrorist attack. Terrorism wiretaps must be approved in court, just like those in a criminal investigation. In short the ACLU’s civil liberties zeal seems to be related to the perceived “victims”: terrorists. Ordinary criminals inspired no comparable crusade.

In the post-9/11 period, the ACLU has ruthlessly sued any airline taking extra security steps which caused inconvenience to Muslims, who are
The ACLU also opposes the government’s policy requiring some “temporary visa” holders to register with Immigration Services or face deportation. This policy was drafted to affect only males between the ages of 16 and 25 from nations with known ties to terrorism. Since the government did not equally inconvenience every temporary visa holder in the country (which would be beyond its resources), the ACLU has declared the policy “discrimination,” offering legal advice to those affected, organizing protests on their behalf, and harassing government agencies through legal complaints.

The ACLU has leaped to the defense of many terrorists including Sami al-Arian, the indicted chief financier and co-founder of the Palestine Islamic Jihad, responsible for the suicide bombing murders of more than 100 individuals including two American citizens. Professor al-Arian ran the University of South Florida’s International Institute of Islamic Thought, where he hired fellow terrorists as “assistants,” all the while directing money to PIJ terrorists. The ACLU has since sought to interfere with the government’s investigation of the International Institute of Islamic Thought, questioning the scope of federal search warrants. The lawyers even jumped to al-Arian’s defense when he told them his jailers only let him change his underwear once a week. In this denial of a prisoner’s inalienable right to fresh skivvies, the ACLU smells “the disgusting raw exercise of power by John Ashcroft.” The prison denies any wrongdoing, but this has not kept the ACLU from repeating al-Arian’s charges.

The Heinz grant did not go directly to this particular ACLU effort. It was earmarked for the ACLU’s “voting rights project.” But by funding another of the ACLU’s projects, Carnegie frees up the ACLU’s own funds for programs like this. On the other hand, the voting rights project itself supports three agendas most Americans might find offensive: stifling democracy, race-based politics, and bigger government. For example, the “voting rights” project supported the creation of an all-Indian voting district in Montana, because, in the Orwellian wording of its press release, “even though both Rosebud and Lake counties include substantial voting blocs of Indians...their votes are diluted by the white majority.”

Here the ACLU is following the jurisprudence of quota maven Lani Guinier, the Harvard professor Bill Clinton unsuccessfully nominated to head his Civil Rights Division in 1993. Guinier believes that not only should minorities have their own congressional districts, but they should retain veto power over any bill passed by a majority of Americans to which they object. This would lead to the Balkanization of the American polity along race lines, which is exactly what the divisive left wants. As a by-product of focusing voters on narrowly racial political interests, this proposed reform would help assure the targeted districts would be represented by Democrats. (For some reason, these ACLU lawsuits only get filed for heavily Democratic constituencies.)

The ACLU voting rights project also proposes “full public [that is, taxpayer] financing for federal elections.” Putting the money for elections in the hands of the majority political party (which is what this in effect would achieve) is a prescription for ending democracy, not improving it. Thomas Jefferson once said, “To compel a man to subsidize with his taxes the propagation of ideas which he disbelieves and abhors is sinful and tyrannical.” That nicely summarizes the ACLU proposal.

The ACLU has engaged in a series of controversial court cases questioning most aspects of the president’s Homeland Security policy, litigating for terror suspects, supporting racial preferences and defending the North American Man-Boy Love Association, which promotes sex between adults and “consenting” children.
Undermining Homeland Security via the Open Borders Lobby

Teresa Heinz Kerry’s charities have steered well over half-a-million dollars to the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF), one of the premier organizations making up the “open borders” lobby. Carnegie supplied MALDEF with $750,000 in 2000 alone; the Heinz Endowments have also given unrestricted money to MALDEF. MALDEF used this cash in a prolonged effort to erase America’s borders and undermine the nation’s security.

When founded in 1966, MALDEF acted as a public interest law firm looking after the legitimate interests of Mexican-Americans immigrants who had become citizens. However, after a recommendation from the NAACP-Legal Defense and Education Fund, officials at the Ford Foundation met with MALDEF head Peter Tijerina, and gave the tiny organization $2.2 million. Over the ensuing three decades, Ford funded MALDEF with more than $30 million. For twenty years it was for all intents and purposes the sole funder of MALDEF. It used is leverage to transform the organization, moving its headquarters from San Antonio to San Francisco and radicalizing its political agendas.

It was MALDEF, with help from San Francisco’s Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, that neutered California’s popular Proposition 187, which denied non-emergency government services to illegal immigrants. MALDEF also encouraged state governments to accept Mexico’s nearly worthless matricula ID cards. These cards, which are notoriously easy to forge, are now used as the equivalent of a driver’s license in establishing identities for illegal aliens. MALDEF is working to see even these matricula cards are freely given to illegal immigrants (not all of whom are of Hispanic extraction), with all the privileges they accord.

Not content with second-rate IDs, the Ford-managed legal group sued the state of Georgia “to expand access to driver’s licenses without regard to immigration status” and succeeded in getting California’s outgoing governor, Gray Davis, to approve a similar policy. Thus, illegal immigrants were given an extra tool to avoid police detection.155 The possibility that these will help provide cover for Islamist aliens is real and disturbing – but not to MALDEF or Kerry.

Mrs. Kerry is so untroubled by this activism she has underwritten, through the Heinz Family Foundation, the Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalition (MIRA). The funds specifically went to the 2001 “Give Liberty a Hand” Awards program in a token gesture of support for MIRA’s agenda. Subsequent winners of the award include Rep. Barney Frank, for his pro-immigrant stance.156

MIRA is also engaged in undercutting Homeland Security. The year the grant was awarded, MIRA called the Patriot Act “very troubling.”157 In June 2002, MIRA explicitly told its followers not to comply with federal immigration law:

Please do NOT aid people in applying with INS unless you are familiar with their immigration history and are certain they would not be at risk of deportation by doing so. Always refer clients to an attorney if they are out of status or have a criminal record of any kind. It is very important that we, as service providers, do not put people at risk even as we try to help them.158 (Emphasis in original.)

Immediately after 9/11 a MIRA press release asked people to “Refer local Arab, Muslim, and affected groups to MIRA.”159

MIRA advocates that illegals should be allowed to receive in-state tuition discounts at state universities.160 The DREAM Act legislation, which MIRA favors would encourage this. MIRA fumes, “President Bush has done nothing to help its passage, in essence, squelching the dreams of
From bringing cases on redistricting in a number of states, to representing the people of Vieques, Puerto Rico in their fight to have the U.S. Navy stop bombing practices on their island; from protecting the labor rights of undocumented Mexican workers to fair wages and treatment on the job, to bringing lawsuits against public universities to assure their access to Latino immigrants, the Fund’s Legal Division continues to fight the good fight.  

By assuring university “access to Latino immigrants,” PRLDEF means in-state tuition rates for illegals.

The Howard Heinz Endowment in 2001 similarly donated $200,000 to Pittsburgh’s El Hispano Centro/The Hispanic Center Inc. “to support recruitment and employment services in the Hispanic community.” The Hispanic Center’s focus is to serve “recently arrived families,” attracting new immigrants (legal or illegal) to the Pittsburgh area. The first item listed under “main areas in which The Center can be of assistance” is “Legal, for problems related to immigration.” Its “Family Reunification Plan” assists Hispanics who want to bring their relatives into the United States. El Hispano Centro is affiliated with ACORN, a grassroots socialist organization formed by New Left radicals.

Islamic Indoctrination

Over a five-year period, the Heinz Endowments have given $700,000 to the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh. The Council has created a social studies curriculum for area schoolteachers that blames America country for 9/11 – and even names Osama bin Laden as one of the key forces that will bring an end to America’s superpower status. A handout in the Council’s lesson plan on “American primacy” tells students America’s days as a superpower are coming to a close – and specifically names Osama bin Laden as our replacement. Students may not see our inevitable slide into obscurity, but:

In 1999, Teresa Heinz Kerry allocated $450,000, through Carnegie, to the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund’s general fund. According to its introductory booklet, the Defense and Education Fund has filed motions supporting racial preferences and eroding the government’s ability to act only in English. The booklet spells out more PRLDEF causes:
the long-term trend is unmistakable. Other nations are rising, and non-state actors – ranging from Usama bin Laden to Amnesty International to the International Criminal Court – are increasing in number and acquiring power.\footnote{168}

That’s an interesting juxtaposition of organizations: Amnesty International, the World Court and al-Qaeda.

These words, written before September 11th, would have been outrageous at the time. That the local World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh developed them powered by large grants from Teresa Heinz Kerry, and continues to feature them on the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh’s website and in their programmatic efforts three years after the attack on the World Trade Center is more than troubling.\footnote{169}

Another curriculum of the Council is its set of lesson plans on weapons of mass destruction. One student handout informs youngsters that, “American intervention in troubled areas is not so much a way to fend off [foreign/terrorist] threats as it is what stirs them up.” Moreover, “It is hardly likely that Middle Eastern radicals would be hatching schemes like the destruction of the World Trade Center if it had not been identified for so long as the mainstay of Israel...Playing Globocop feeds the urge of aggrieved groups to strike back.”\footnote{170} The curriculum offered no alternative views to students.

A handout in the 1999 series blames the spread of Islamic fundamentalism on the West. “European women have invaded Tunisia’s sparkling beaches, parading in topless swimsuits and stimulating a brisk trade in alcohol and prostitution,” children are taught. “That’s why Tunisian women and their husbands are embracing Islamic fundamentalism.”\footnote{171} Suicide bombing of innocents? Beheading of captives? Caucasian breasts made them do it.

Another handout from the same year includes the English translation of the Islamic declaration of faith, with a transliteration in Arabic. The handout does not inform its recipients that from a Muslim standpoint, if one pronounces this prayer aloud in its entirety in any language, one has converted to Islam.\footnote{172}

The World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh generally produces material uncritical about Islam and ferociously slanted against the secular, Judeo-Christian and democratic West. In January 2002, as the nation debated going into Iraq, the Council mailed a series of glossaries to teachers for use in their classrooms. The first defined the words “distort,” “hearsay,” “propaganda,” “assume,” “insinuate,” “assert,” “speculate,” and finally “fact.” A second defines “ethnocentrism,” “prejudice,” “racism,” “stereotyping,” and “xenophobia.”

The teachers “resource” lists a number of websites educators should consult for further information. Among these are the aforementioned CAIR, the Center for Muslim-Christian Understanding, Council on Islamic Education, the Middle East Policy Council, and Arab World And Islamic Resources.\footnote{173}

Dr. John Esposito, former head of the Middle East Studies Association who also advised the Clinton State Department, operates the Center for Muslim-Christian Understanding, Council on Islamic Education, the Middle East Policy Council, and Arab World And Islamic Resources.

This is not the only terrorist threat he missed or dismissed. When University of South Florida President Judy Genshaft fired terrorist Sami...
al-Arian, Esposito wrote her a letter on al-Arian’s behalf. In it, he stated he was “stunned, astonished and saddened” at his friend’s dismissal, as he had known al-Arian to be “a consummate professional.” Esposito excused the charges against al-Arian by noting he “and his family are Palestinians. They have suffered and feel deeply about Palestine and the plight of the Palestinians.”

In keeping with this theme, Esposito once said Hamas – the largest terrorist army in the world – is not in fact organized around terrorism so much as “honey, cheese-making, and home-based clothing manufacture.” He told an NPR interviewer that Yasser Arafat’s calls to “jihad” simply indicate performing good social actions, like starting a “literacy campaign” or joining the “fight against AIDS.”

Esposito is not the only individual at the Center to provide the media with misinformation on Islamists. When fundamentalist Muslim terrorists began decapitating Americans in Iraq, Esposito’s fellow professor Yvonne Haddad told New York Newsday, “There is absolutely nothing in Islam that justifies cutting off a person’s head.” Yet the Koran itself refers to this practice:

God revealed His will to the angels, saying: “I shall be with you. Give courage to the believers. I shall cast terror into the hearts of the infidels. Strike off their heads, strike off the very tips of their fingers.” (Sura 8, Verse 12)

“When you meet the unbelievers in the battlefield strike off their heads.” (Sura 47, Verse 4)

This practice was taught “by all four classical schools of Islamic jurisprudence, across the vast Muslim empire.” Far from unique, the “infidel” population of Muslim Spain often met the same fate as twenty-first century American Nicholas Berg.

The supplement the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh issued the following September is likewise flawed. The online guide links to the PBS/Frontline “Roots of Terrorism” teachers guide. The browser is immediately greeted on the website by a picture of Muslim protesters holding an enormous billboard reading, “Americans Think! Why You Are Hated All Over The World.” (Emphasis in original.)
had Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone assassinated. Writes Niman:

Anyone familiar with my work knows that I’m certainly not a conspiracy theorist. But to be honest, I know I wasn’t alone in my initial reaction at this week’s horrible and tragic news: that being my surprise that Wellstone had lived this long…There is no indication today that Wellstone’s death was the result of foul play. What we do know, however, is that Wellstone emerged as the most visible obstacle standing in the way of a draconian political agenda by an unelected government. And now he is conveniently gone.

For our government to maintain its credibility at this time, we need an open and accountable independent investigation involving international participation into the death of Paul Wellstone. Hopefully we will find out, beyond any shadow of a doubt, that this was indeed an untimely accident. For the sake of our country, we need to know this.

Reading that statement, blogger Andrew Sullivan asked, “Should the UN be called in to investigate whether the president of the United States ordered a hit job on a leading senator? This is looney tunes.”

Perhaps.

But thanks to Teresa Heinz Kerry’s generosity, the insinuation is remarkably well funded.

So, too, is the Proteus Fund, the object of a $325,000 Carnegie grant in 2000 aimed at “strengthening…the Piper Fund.” The Piper Fund, too, promotes campaign finance reform. This program is heavily financed by Tides, the Ford Foundation, Bill Moyers’ Schumann Foundations, Working Assets, and George Soros’ Open Society Institute. Soros, of course, is the financial power behind such Democratic 527 groups (so named because of their tax status) as MoveOn.org and Americans Coming Together. Soros, who has called defeating George W. Bush in 2004 “the central focus of my life,” has pledged $10 million of his own riches to that effort. The irony in having a wholly owned subsidiary of Soros, Moyers
and Kerry inveigh against the corruption of the Almighty Dollar should be obvious.

However, campaign finance reform is far from Proteus’ only agenda. Its “Colombe Foundation” is a major antirwar protester/funder that seeks to “shift from wasteful military spending to investments in programs addressing poverty, environmental degradation and other root causes of violence.” Those receiving money from the Colombe Foundation include United for Peace and Justice, the Tides Center’s September 11 Families for Peaceful Tomorrows, another Tides Center project, Mother Jones, Nation, Physicians for Social Responsibility, Union of Concerned Scientists, Institute for Policy Studies, and the left-wing talk show Democracy Now!

Another media endeavor receiving Bill Moyers, Ford Foundation and Teresa Heinz Kerry’s money is the The American Prospect, a magazine funded by Bill Moyers to provide a voice for the Democratic Party left. TAP received $132,000 from the Carnegie Corporation in 2000. It was a $5.5 million grant from Bill Moyers’ Florence and John Schumann Foundation in 1999 that transformed TAP from an academic journal to a biweekly newsstand publication meant to shape the future of the Democratic Party. Moyers also sits on the board of George Soros’ Open Society Institute.

Editor-at-Large of The American Prospect is Harold Meyerson, Vice-Chair of the Democratic Socialists of America and a veteran radical leftist. One day after 9/11, Meyerson wrote, “even with Tuesday’s attack, our defense budget is still indefensibly high.” An avatar of the hate Bush movement, he described him as “The Most Dangerous President Ever,” saying he most closely resembles Confederate President Jefferson Davis. The subject Carnegie underwrote? “A series of articles and a special issue focused on electoral and campaign finance reform.”

Unilateral Disarmament

Carnegie provided a half-million-dollar grant to the Center for Defense Information in 1999 for “institutional and program development.” Retired Rear Admiral Gene R. La Rocque founded the Center in 1972. In addition to its activities as a think tank, it also produces “America’s Defense Monitor,” which airs on many PBS affiliates. Throughout the Cold War, the Center for Defense Information took a radical position on disarmament. In 1983, La Rocque went on Soviet television to declare President Ronald Reagan “is not serious about arms control,” a move some thought crossed the line of responsible criticism. Washington Times national security reporter Bill Gertz has commented that spokesmen for the Center, “often reflect the Soviet position on so many things.” One episode of “America’s Defense Monitor,” aired at the height of the Cold War, quoted Marian Wright Edelman’s assertion, “For each missile we cancel, we could eliminate poverty for a year in 92,000 families headed by females. If we cancelled the whole program, we could eliminate poverty for all children in the U.S. twice over and have enough left to send all female heads of low-income families to college for a year!” On these grounds, the Center for Defense Information proposed deep cuts in military spending.

The Center for Defense Information has not been absent from the War on Terror; far from it. The Center’s Distinguished Military Fellow General Anthony...
Physicians on the Left

As part of the philanthropic anti-anti-terror war, the Heinz Endowments made two separate, unrestricted grants within three years to Physicians for Social Responsibility, a holdover group of the Sixties disarmament left. Physicians for Social Responsibility, which led the domestic campaign for the United States to unilaterally end nuclear testing during the Cold War (a major goal of the Soviets), has turned its sights on the War on Terrorism.

In addition to actively taking part in the antiair (and often anti-American) rallies before, during and after Operation Iraqi Freedom, PSR has endorsed Democratic Rep. Lynne Woolsey’s “SMART Security plan.” Aside from asking for a UN permission slip to deploy American troops, the most important plank in the SMART program is increasing “funding for humanitarian programs, which address the root causes of instability and terrorism, like hunger, illiteracy and unemployment.” This is only slightly more important than supporting “institutions that can bring terrorists to justice, like the International Criminal Court.” The Physicians for Social Responsibility pamphlet fleshes out these proposals. It warns, “the Bush administration’s go-it-alone reliance on military response is doing more harm than good…It’s time we reject the role of go-it-alone policeman of the world.” (Emphasis in original). Then it lays out the most important element of Physicians for Social Responsibility’s prescription to end the threat of Islamofascist terror: “America needs to invest more at home – on health care for all Americans, rebuilding our schools and education system, creating jobs, and stopping pollution of our air, land and water.”(Emphasis in original.)

Sure, that’ll stop al-Qaeda. The International Criminal Court is more likely to indict Henry Kissinger than Osama bin Laden, to bring American GIs to their knees than terrorist cells to justice.

Physicians for Social Responsibility founder Helen Caldicott – notorious for her anti-American, pro-Soviet views – contributed a chapter to the book Metal of Dishonor, an anti-nuclear tract published by the International Action Center, Ramsey Clark’s front group for the pro-Milosevic, pro-Kim Jong Il, Workers World Party. Clark, who also contributed a chapter to the book, has most recently volunteered his services to act as Saddam Hussein’s legal counsel. The PSR opposed the UN’s economic sanctions against Iraq. “Killing children is not a foreign policy,” declared Evan Kanter, President of Washington state’s PSR implying that the sanctions supported by the United States were starving Iraqi children (precisely Saddam’s official propaganda line). In fact, the United States had supported the Oil for Food Program which was designed to provide $50 billion a year to feed Iraq’s children, but whose good intentions were thwarted by corrupt UN officials working in collusion with Saddam Hussein.

Still fighting the disarmament fight, Physicians for Social Responsibility urges its members to contact Congress and oppose purchasing any new nuclear weapons. Its form letter to Congress scolds, “These programs send a clear ‘do as I say, not as I do’ message to the rest of the world and threaten to undermine the nation’s attempts to stem the world’s appetite for weapons of mass destruction.”

Physicians for Social Responsibility has teamed up with the Center for Defense Information to host forums on nuclear disarmament as recently as
rep. barbara lee, d-ca, is a former runner for the black panther party, and former aide to radical berkeley congressman ron dellums. lee cast the lone vote against authorizing president bush to fight al-qaeda. speaking on the house floor three days after the al-qaeda terrorists claimed thousands of american lives, lee feared president bush really wanted to “embark on an open-ended war with neither an exit strategy nor a focused target.” she had previously cast the lone vote against a resolution expressing benign support of the troops already fighting (to save albanian muslims) in serbia.

lee learned her radicalism at the feet of her mentor, ron dellums. she served nine years in his office, ultimately rising to the position of chief-of-staff. in 1983, lee conducted a “fact-finding” mission to the pro-soviet regime of grenada, later submitting a “report” to congress personally doctored (at her invitation) by grenada’s marxist dictator. a letter written by another dellums staffer to that dictator – discovered during the liberation of the island by u.s. troops – revealed that besides this grenada strongman, “the only other person that i know of that [dellums] expresses such admiration for is fidel [castro].” lee’s own admiration for the cuban dictator manifested itself shortly after her election to congress in 1998, when she led a delegation to cuba. she capped off the journey by calling on president clinton to end the u.s. boycott of cuba. apparently, she could not bring herself to support u.s. servicemen currently in action in serbia and cannot support striking a terrorist network’s key sponsor-state in self-defense, but she feels compassion for a sadistic communist dictator.

maxine waters, d-ca, has a long history of racialist agitation to her credit. waters has accused the cia of selling crack in black neighborhoods during the 1980s, even though the san jose mercury-news retracted the story on which she based her allegations for lack of evidence. she defended the racial hatred that led a gang of blackhoodlums to nearly murder white truck driver reginald denny during the 1992 l.a. riots, saying, “the anger in my district is… righteous…i’m just as angry as they are.”
Rep. Zoe Lofgren, D-CA, last made headlines when a former staffer was arrested for acting as an unregistered agent of Saddam Hussein and attempted espionage.

**Racial Agitators**

A generous portion of Heinz-controlled charity has gone to radical minority groups. Some claim the Republican Party “disenfranchised” black voters in 2000, others file suit to keep state governments from breaking up gerrymandered minority voting districts, some wish to give convicted felons the right to vote on the assumption that criminals are “political prisoners” and will vote for Democrats. All work against a racially harmonious society.

Some of the Heinz grants have gone to honor black Marxists. One such grant in 2001 went to honor single and political activist Harry Belafonte. Historian and former New Leftist Ronald Radosh has described some of Belafonte’s political causes:

- “In June 2000, Belafonte was a featured speaker at a rally in Castro’s Cuba, honoring the American Soviet spies, Ethel and Julius Rosenberg. Tears, one observer reported, ‘streaked down’ Belafonte’s face, ‘as he recalled the pain and humiliation his friend [Paul] Robeson had been forced to endure’ in 1950s America. Undoubtedly, he was pleased to hear Cuba presented ‘as an example of keeping the principles the Rosenbergs fought and died for.’

- “In 1997, Belafonte was featured speaker at the 60th Anniversary celebration of the ‘Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade,’ at which he honored these self-proclaimed ‘premature anti-fascists’ who served in the mid-1930s as Stalin’s private Comintern army, a battalion (not a brigade) that served as...
enforcers of Soviet policy during the Spanish Civil War. To Belafonte, nothing had changed since the 1930s. The Lincoln Brigade vets were still representatives of ‘a truth that engulfed the universe . . . that fascism anywhere is a threat to people everywhere.’

- “Speaking in October 1983 at a ‘World Peace Concert’ run by East Germany’s official Communist youth organization, Belafonte gave his blessings to the Soviet-sponsored ‘peace’ campaign pushing unilateral Western disarmament, at a time when the Soviets were putting SS-20 missiles in East Germany.

- “As The New York Times reported, Belafonte ‘attacked the American invasion of Grenada and also criticized the scheduled NATO weapons deployment’ of Pershing 2 missiles in West Germany…deployed to offset the Soviet missile offensive.”\(^{211}\)

Shortly after this, Belafonte savagely attacked Colin Powell as a house “slave” of the Bush administration and blocked Condoleezza Rice from speaking at a fundraising dinner for Africare, another organization set to honor him. Most believe Dr. Rice, whose life has been dedicated to fighting first the Soviet menace and then that of Islamofascists, is more worthy of praise than a man who still weeps for American spies.

In early 2001, before Teresa Heinz Kerry left Carnegie’s board, Carnegie gave $400,000 to the general fund of the National Voting Rights Institute. The National Voting Rights Institute describes itself as “a prominent non-partisan legal center in the campaign finance reform field,” presenting campaign finance reform as a “civil rights issue.”\(^{212}\) It likewise filed legal suit in Massachusetts after state redistricting broke up a formerly racially gerrymandered Latino district.\(^{213}\) The Heinz Family Foundation also contributed $25,000 to the Idaho Hispanic Caucus “for Latino Vote 2002.” In 2001, IHC asked the Idaho chapter of the ACLU to oppose breaking up similar, racially rigged Congressional districts.\(^{214}\)

In 2000, the Carnegie Corporation conferred $500,000 on the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law for general “support.” The Lawyers Committee’s main effort has been assisting the lawsuit NAACP v. \textit{Harris} against the state of Florida “to address the disproportionate disenfranchisement of black Florida voters on election day.” Of course, testimony has since disclosed those voters turned away 1) were never registered to vote; 2) were no longer registered to vote; or 3) were convicted felons who lost their right to vote under state law. “Felon disenfranchisement” greatly concerns the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights. Its website reveals it “filed an amicus brief in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals challenging Washington state’s felon disenfranchisement law as a violation of the Voting Rights Act.”\(^{215}\) Washington state law – shared by many other states – decrees that convicted felons lose their right to vote. Using the same tortured logic Peggy Sheppard employs in her “environmental racism” cases, the Lawyers Committee claims that since this law disproportionately affects blacks, it is \textit{ipso facto} racist.

In this effort, they are joined the NAACP’s Legal Defense and Education Fund (which received a comparable amount of Carnegie money in recent years, as well as a modest donation from the Heinz Endowments), People for the American Way, the ACLU and the Advancement Project.\(^{216}\) In fact, the NAACP-LDEF has made this “racist” disenfranchisement one of its top five goals.\(^{217}\) This despite the fact that these laws, based upon similar statutes from the Roman Empire, were originally adopted during the colonial era, before black citizens even had the right to vote.\(^{218}\) Naturally, both the NAACP-LDEF and LCCRUL favor Congressional districts based on race, as well.\(^{219}\)

\textbf{Reparations}

Heinz Kerry, through her connection to Carnegie, has financed groups of varying ethnicities that all share the same racist political agenda. The Native American Rights Fund picked up a general support grant of
Much of it pushing a Green agenda. Other examples include:

- $200,000 to Persephone Productions, Inc., “for production of four field pieces on various topics on the [very liberal] PBS television program ‘To the Contrary.’”

- $370,000 to the Pittsburgh Community Broadcasting Corp. for the production of the “Allegheny Front,” an environmentalist radio program.

- $100,000 to the Public Broadcasting System “for the Reaching Accord project.”

- $250,000 to the liberal Public Radio International for coverage of environment, women’s issues and economic security issues on “The World.”

- $540,000 to National Public Radio from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

- $10,000 to the Population Communication International Inc., “for distribution of the People Count broadcasts,” another environmentalist propaganda outlet.

- $5,000 to the Population Media Center (run by Turner Broadcasting), also “for the People Count project.”

These media grants have put money into the hands of fellow leftists. A portion of a larger Heinz grant to the Mon Valley Media was designated to produce the video “Terminal Time.” One of the film’s three co-producers is Michael Mateas of Carnegie Mellon University. In his incomprehensible description of his film, Mateas found numerous occasions to quote Lenin, and to praise the Soviet dictatorship (not his term) for the

Public Broadcasters

Teresa Heinz Kerry has made numerous grants to underwrite public television’s political programming. She has donated $8.2 million to WQED, Pittsburgh, a sizable chunk of which was designated “for public affairs” programming. This is but the largest budget item for the Heinz Endowment’s financing of public broadcasting’s news programming –
CHAPTER FIVE: SHADES OF GREEN

No portrait of Teresa Heinz Kerry’s political benefactions would be complete without looking at her role in funding the green political agenda. No other issue so motivates Teresa Heinz. In fact, she met her second husband at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. The majority of her grants at the Heinz Endowments have in some way related to environmental issues. Always applicants for more government, the green nonprofits Teresa has funded stray well outside traditional nature-oriented issues to make partisan “action calls” on Homeland Security measures and foreign policy. Another byproduct of her charity is the growing “solidarity environmentalism,” in which conservationists join hands with Third World Marxists in their condemnations of capitalism and Western culture.

The League of Conservation Voters: A Purchased Endorsement?

A central part of the controversy over Teresa Heinz Kerry’s “charitable” giving, along occurred in January 2004 when the League of Conservation Voters endorsed John Kerry for president. As the League’s accompanying press release noted, a “primary endorsement before New Hampshire primary [is] unprecedented in [the] organization’s 34-year history.” Nonetheless, League president Deb Callahan said they jumped on the Kerry bandwagon early because of his “unparalleled record on environmental issues.” However, the League waited until April of 2000 to support Al Gore, whose support of the green Left’s political agenda is (from League’s point of view) without peer.

Gore effectively interred Bill Bradley’s candidacy with a blowout win in the Iowa caucuses in 2000; four years later, John Kerry faced credible challenges from John Edwards, Wesley Clark and Joe Lieberman in New Hampshire and beyond. Why the sudden endorsement? Critics point to a $10,000 grant the Heinz Family Foundation made to the League of Conservation Voters Education Fund in 2001. However, Heinz financial ties to the League actually run much deeper.
Heinz has showered League board members with foundation cash. The League Board includes officials of such frequent Heinz Endowment grantees as the Environmental Defense Fund, the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Wilderness Society. Board member and “environmental racism” activist Peggy Sheppard, profiled above, was singled out for a Heinz Award. Together, these organizations and individuals have received in excess of $3.8 million as a result of Mrs. Kerry’s noblesse oblige.232 The League of Conservation Voters has shown its continued appreciation by featuring “Environmental Highlights from Teresa Heinz-Kerry’s 2004 Democratic Convention Speech” on its website.233

The appearance of electoral impropriety turned a few heads. Far more important, though, is the leftist political agenda Teresa’s green fund promotes – and the effects those policies have had.

DDT: The Green Genocide

The Heinz Endowments have donated more than a half-million dollars over the last five years to celebrate the memory of environmentalist writer Rachel Carson. A modest donation went to the Rachel Carson Homestead Association. (Al Gore visited Carson’s birthplace during the 2000 campaign and has long credited her with sparking his interest in the environment.) More went to the Rachel Carson Institute at Chatham College, and $1,000 to the Silent Spring Institute’s work against breast cancer. The impact of Rachel Carson’s work has been momentous; its effects disastrous.

Silent Spring, Rachel Carson’s 1962 best-selling book, paved the way for the Environmental Protection Agency’s ban of DDT use ten years later. The Natural Resources Defense Council compares the book to Thomas Paine’s Common Sense and Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin.234 It is Rachel Carson’s great achievement and claim have her book listed among the 100 most important books of the 20th Century by the New York Times. Silent Spring was a manifesto warning about the deadly effects of DDT, a pesticide widely sprayed to kill mosquitoes, on plant and animal life, which Carson claimed had caused irreparable harm producing cancer and genetic defects, and that it had damaged the world food supply. Forty years after the publication of Silent Spring, its findings are largely dismissed by scientists. As Todd Seavey of the American Council on Health and Science has noted:

No DDT-related human fatalities or chronic illnesses have ever been recorded, even among the DDT-soaked workers in anti-malarial programs or among prisoners who were fed DDT as volunteer test subjects — let alone among the 600 million to 1 billion who lived in repeatedly-sprayed dwellings at the height of the substance’s use. The only recorded cases of DDT poisoning were from massive accidental or suicidal ingestions, and even in these cases, it was probably the kerosene solvent rather than the DDT itself that caused illness. Reports of injury to birds could not be verified, even when one researcher force-fed DDT-laced worms to baby robins. Reports of fish kills have been greatly exaggerated, resulting from faulty data or aberrant, massive spills or overuse of the chemical that do not hint at a general danger in its use.235

Despite these facts, Carson’s book produced a wave of anti-DDT sentiment so strong that the Environmental Protection Agency banned DDT use in the United States and any nation receiving American foreign aid. The administrator who made the ruling had not attended the DDT hearings, overruling the judge who had attended and did not support the ban.

Before the appearance of Silent Spring, the use of DDT pesticides had eradicated malaria worldwide. Four decades later, the ban has resulted in a pan-African genocide. Two-to-three million people die needlessly from malaria every year, all of them in Third World countries most in the Indian subcontinent and Africa.236 The World Health Organization reports 2,500
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children under the age of five die of malaria every day.\textsuperscript{237} In all, the DDT ban has threshed a deadly harvest of 50-90 million African lives.\textsuperscript{238} Nearly half-a-billion people contracted malaria in 1999 alone, 90 percent of them in Africa. Young people are among the most susceptible.

The often overlooked economic impact of the disease has also been devastating for Africa. Harvard economist Jeffrey Sachs estimates a nation can lose 20 percent of its national economy within 15 years because of the disease’s debilitating spread.\textsuperscript{239} First World elites are not exempt from its effects, either; Chris Matthews, the host of MSNBC’s “Hardball,” wrote a column about the mind-numbing pain and disorientation of malaria after contracting it in Africa in 2002.

The one proven antidote to rampant malaria is DDT. Prior to the Carson book, the United States and other first world nations were able to use DDT to eradicate this problem. African statistics bear out the chemical’s efficacy. While African malaria rates rose by 1,000 percent continent-wide, the disease decreased 80 percent in KwaZulu Natal, which sprayed DDT.\textsuperscript{240} With the rise of West Nile Virus, mosquito control has taken on new importance for Americans, as well. Even 2000 Green Party presidential nominee Ralph Nader now supports the use of DDT for malaria eradication.\textsuperscript{241} President Bush wisely instructed then-EPA Secretary Christine Todd Whitman to sign the Persistent Organic Pollutants Treaty in 2001. The POP Treaty allows limited use of the pesticide.

With forty years of hindsight, celebrating Rachel Carson’s misguided book seems the height of reactionary pig-headedness, a monument to never having to say you’re sorry. Its unproven scientific assertions led to the deaths of tens of millions. But then admitting as much might take away some of the self-righteous confidence of the Green cause. Hence Green radicals like Teresa Heinz Kerry have vested interest in pretending this history never happened.

The actual proponents of the DDT ban foresaw its consequences and, in a bizarre testament to their anti-human impulses, welcomed them. Dr. Charles Wurster, whose temporary request for a spraying ban in Long Island led to the EPA’s 1972 decision at the international level, was asked if this cessation might kill him. He replied, “Probably – so what? People are the cause of all the problems. We have too many of them. We need to get rid of some of them, and this is as good a way as any.”\textsuperscript{242} Wurster was chief scientist of the Environmental Defense Fund;\textsuperscript{243} one of the top grant recipients from the Heinz Endowments; Teresa Heinz Kerry personally sits on the Fund’s board.

**Environmentalists Against Homeland Security**

Other green organizations oppose economic progress the slower way. Over three years, the Heinz Family Foundation gave the Earth Action Network $25,000, free of any restriction. The Earth Action Network is a leading opponent of free trade agreements, particularly the proposal to expand the North American free trade zone to Central America known as CAFTA. President Bush has made a moving case that free trade is the one government policy most likely to raise the standard of living in the Third World. Earth Action Network opposes such trade on environmental grounds. However, Earth Action Network advocates on a perplexing breadth of issues in no way connected to the environmentalist movement. In addition to traditional environmental concerns – including opposition to trade – Earth Action Network has issued “Action Letters” opposing Homeland Security measures and other concerns. These letters bear such titles as “Vital Changes Needed in U.S. Foreign Policy!”; “Missile Defense is wasting billions that could be spent on real security!”; “Don’t Extend USA Patriot Act!;” and “Protect Media Diversity!” They also counsel Americans to “Reverse New FBI Guidelines” and “Protect our Bill of Rights – DO NOT support the ‘VICTORY Act.’” (Emphasis in original.) Even such arcane issues military aid to Indonesia are subjects of action for Earth Action Network.
Funding the Green/Red Coalition

In the 1930s, the suppression of Germany’s Communist Party created a unique new hybrid, the “beefsteak Nazi”: brown on the outside, Red on the inside. The beefsteak Nazi was a Marxist who believed his economic theories were close enough to those of the National Socialist Party that he could safely jump ship. The modern equivalent is the Red environmentalist. Having been rebuffed by 70 years of history, Marxist ideologues have not given up the dream; in addition to their influence on college campuses, they have found new vitality as the Green Left has accepted central tenets of their platform. Today, the Green/Red coalition yokes sincere (if misled) environmentalists and those seeking socialism for its own sake—not to mention the increasing number of people, like David Brower, who straddle both movements. Conservation, a positive reaction to the excesses of Gilded Age capitalism whose chief proponent was a Republican president, has since become the convenient cover for advancing a creeping socialist economic model. Teresa Heinz Kerry’s support for the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund (CELF) offers an excellent example.

The Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund has accepted the most extreme anti-capitalist position in its quest to create an environmental Shangri-la. It has also recruited and trained its members to engage in partisan politics. The Howard Heinz Endowment’s explicit instructions, its “legally binding contract,” dedicated $37,000 to “legal and technical support to grassroots organizations on environmental issues” and another $45,000 to the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund’s “grassroots litigation support plan for 2002.” Again we see Heinz money being filtered through one organization to aid unnamed “grassroots organizations.” CELDF wrote a large, downloadable file instructing people how to run a political campaign as a member of the Green Party. According to the environmentalists’ website, “CELF has drafted these manuals to assist grassroots environmental and community groups.”


CELF’s professed goal is “to eliminate corporate rights”; its co-founder even wrote a legal brief petitioning the nation’s courts to strip corporations of their constitutional legal protections. CELDF supports a “Democracy School” run by the Boston-based “Center for Democracy and the Constitution.” Defense Fund co-founder Thomas Linzey will teach at the school. The Center for Democracy and the Constitution’s motto is “working to end corporate rights that destroy the Earth, our future and the hope of democracy.” Its “Corporate Constitutional Rights Primer” states Corporations control “our daily thoughts”? There’s nothing like reasoned debate with the left. Among other things, this document assures us, modern corporations “avoid taxation and regulation.” Tell Bill Gates he’s exempt from federal taxes, regulations and lawsuits. In 1996, the Code of Federal Regulation ran 124,156 pages spanning 50 volumes. On the contrary, the only tax-exempt entities seeking to shape our “worldview” are organizations like the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund and Teresa Heinz Kerry’s Heinz Endowments.

CELF is not the only such organization receiving tax-exempt foundation cash. The Vira I. Heinz Endowment assisted the Pennsylvania Environmental Council with $299,000 and furnished an additional $47,000 to the Ohio Environmental Council, this last designated to tamper with “Ohio’s utility deregulation policy” in an effort to persuade Ohio to regulate its policy for the good of Pennsylvania. In 2002, this endowment allocated $100,000 to the group 10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania to support “advocacy” for anti-business “Smart Growth” environmentalist policies. At the behest of Heinz Environmental Award winner Florence
It is clear that Teresa Heinz Kerry’s philanthropic interest is promoting (radical) Green politics. Taking into consideration the size, scope and intent of these environmentalist grants, it is clear that political agitation was the foreseeable, desired effect of Teresa Heinz Kerry’s grantmaking. Whether she considered this advantage would confer upon her husband before making the grants, or whether she’s simply an ideologically driven patron of bad policy based on bad science one can only guess. Motivation means little in politics; effects are what count, and her blank check to the radical greens is directed against the economic system on which this nation is based, the only economic system compatible with human freedom. It is telling that the fall of the Berlin Wall in the late 1980s tore the veil off the carefully constructed Soviet myth, revealing that the most economically regulated societies on earth were also the most ecologically degraded. No good can come of reviving their failures. No infusion of tax-exempt, capitalist cash will sweeten their noxious dreams.

The Brookings Institution represents a special case in this study. In addition to being a large benefactor of the D.C.-based left-leaning think tank, “Teresa Heinz” (as she is still listed on their website) remains a trustee currently described as “on a leave of absence.” As first lady, she would presumably resume this role along with her philanthropic concerns. Between 1998 and 2002, Teresa Heinz Kerry has donated $1.8 million to the Brookings Institution through the Heinz Endowments and Carnegie. Although Brookings has been a critical voice of liberalism for decades, its criticism of the Bush administration merits special examination due to its close personal and financial ties with a woman whose husband could be the next president of the United States. This is doubly so, because Brookings—a champion of full financial disclosure in politicians—does not reveal its close association with the candidate’s wife during its media appearances.

During the campaign of its patron’s husband, Brookings has continued its attacks on the war policies of his opponent. On President Bush’s Iraq policy, Brookings argued that a preemptive war to topple Saddam Hussein would be misguided and fraught with danger. After America went to war, Brookings supported the troops but never missed an opportunity to deride the postwar situation or call for “internationalizing” the reconstruction. Brookings even defended the Kerry campaign from charges that it was too liberal—all without revealing its own ties to the candidate’s wife. These may well be happenstance occurrences. Or, given Brookings’ reputation, prestige and media access, their analysis may constitute the greatest partisan political dividends Teresa Heinz Kerry has received from all her “non-profit” investments.
Pre-empting Preemption

As President Bush contemplated taking the nation to war with Iraq, Brookings Institution fellows Philip H. Gordon and Michael E. O’Hanlon issued a Policy Brief on the issue.253 Weaving an apocalyptic scenario, they warned, “policymakers should be under no illusion that Saddam could be quickly overthrown.”; even mustering troop strength in the region “could easily take half a year.” Any war will bring an “increased risk of triggering terrorist attacks” and “significant American casualties.” However, the Policy Brief hypothesized America would find great diplomatic support for a war, because “The material benefits that would accrue to countries like Turkey, Russia, Jordan, and France if a post-Saddam Iraq could be stabilized would give at least those countries a strong incentive to support the U.S.” (Oops.)

They surmised that any overt attempt at regime change would destabilize Saddam, causing him to react erratically, with a WMD attack the likely effect. In place of this course, the Brookings scholars called for the use of “smarter sanctions,” a policy more destructive to the Iraqi people than war itself. Although the authors acknowledged at least some contact had already occurred between Saddam’s regime and al-Qaeda, they concluded military intervention would not make America safer. “Instead of incurring these high costs and significant risks,” they concluded, “the United States should…explicitly threaten regime change in response to Iraqi acts of terrorism or aggression.” But with 17 UN resolutions already disregarded by Saddam Hussein, what additional threat would be credible?

They explicitly confront the possibility that Saddam would continue his rogue activities in the face of any verbal threat to desist, but discount it. “[W]hile there is a chance his cooperation with terrorists could succeed in escaping detection, there is a better chance that the United States would be aware of his activities…The United States needs to complement its containment policy by making it unmistakably clear to Saddam Hussein that renewed Iraqi aggression, support for terrorism against the United States or the transfer of weapons of mass destruction to terrorist groups would lead to a concerted U.S. campaign to overthrow his regime.” But – the conundrum will not go away – how to make a threat “unmistakably clear” that Saddam would have no reason to take seriously given the decade of feckless U.S. and UN threats that preceded it. In other words, the Brookings counsel is to wait to be attacked before responding. But with chemical, biological and (possibly) nuclear weapons available to Saddam to attack with, inaction would be a potentially deadly prescription.

On the other hand, The Brookings policy, sans the increased sanctions, closely matches that of John Kerry, down to bringing the French on board.

The Reconstruction of Iraq

After the successful conclusion of the war, Brookings managed to write an estimate of the reconstruction every bit as hysterical as their Policy Brief opposing the war in the first place. Brookings Senior Fellows Roberta Cohen and Michael O’Hanlon began their dispatch of April 14, 2003, thus: “With the Saddam Hussein regime gone, the first priority in Iraq now must be to forestall a humanitarian crisis that threatens to envelop the country in a very short time.” They foresaw an imminent “famine” that will “incite anger against the United States throughout the Muslim world – quite possibly aggravating, rather than alleviating, the global terrorist threat.” They noted Saddam’s humanitarian nutritional program “distribute[d] 400,000 metric tons of food brought in each month under the United Nations oil-for-food program, which is now suspended.” Repeating Democratic Party rhetoric, they wrote, “This is a task for which the Pentagon’s war plan clearly did not make adequate preparation.” They also called “the United States an occupying power (whether it likes the label or not).”254

Brookings gave much thought to the postwar reconstruction of Iraq, all involving the appeasement of Old Europe and the United Nations. Ivo
Daalder caricatured Bush’s postwar strategy as “unilateralism on steroids. It contemplates nothing less than the wholesale takeover of Iraq not just by the American government, but by the Pentagon.” He projected, “the Americanization of the post-war administration will be seen by much of the world – including many Iraqis – as an occupation.”

As though nationalism were a factor, either for the Fedayeen, the Shi’ite jihadists entering Iraq from Iran, or the ever-increasing number of al-Qaeda terrorists slipping through Iraq’s porous border with Syria.

Senior Fellow Philip Gordon’s headline said it all: “Give NATO a Role in Post-war Iraq.” This “would be a vital step toward giving our European allies – including Russia – a stake in the successful reconstruction of Iraq…France, Germany, Russia and most of [the] European public…have an almost subconscious stake in our failure.” In other words, President Bush should turn the mission over to those rooting against us.

This is John Kerry’s foreign policy book: America lacks legitimacy when going to war without the UN’s permission. Therefore, the “international community” must confer sanctity upon the mission for it to be acceptable. He has vowed this will be his top goal if elected, to seek absolution from Jacques Chirac and Vladimir Putin in the hopes his contrition will result in the French Foreign Legion doing penance in Fallujah. This, he believes, will allow Americans to withdraw troops while maintaining a presence in the area. However, terrorists managed to get entire nations to withdraw their troops through such comparatively minor terror efforts as a single kidnapping (and more elaborate ones like the Madrid train bombing). How much would it take to convince the French and Russians to retreat? That is, assuming they could be convinced to show up in the first place?

Probably Brookings scholars would have dissented from President Bush’s policies even if Teresa Heinz Kerry were not a member of the Brookings team, and one of its important benefactors. But Brookings (along with other Kerry grantees) is a major mover in the campaign finance reform debates and would never tolerate “even the appearance of impropriety” from a non-Kerry candidate or politician. Brookings should live up to its own expectations: either identify its close association with Teresa Heinz Kerry in its election and policy commentaries or stop making them.
CONCLUSION

The beneficiaries of Teresa Heinz Kerry’s abundant tax-free funds over the years have been individuals and organizations of the political left and of the radical left. Indeed her motto seems to be “No radical left behind.” From rabble-rousing antirwar demonstrators to pro-Islamist teachers, from Green Party candidates to advocates of forced sterilization—a unifying theme of these radicals has been that America brought the attacks of 9/11 on itself through imperialistic arrogance and capitalist “oppression.” Inheriting the enormous sums of money her late husband’s ancestors left to him, she has carved a role for herself as both steward of the radical left and inside player in mainstream liberal institutions like Brookings and the Democratic Party. The actions of her beneficiaries have often, directly or indirectly, boosted the political fortunes of her present husband, John Kerry. Just as there is no dividing line between her political interests and her charity, there seems to be little distinction between her self-interest and the public interest. What this suggests is—rather than the campaign finance reform that several of Mrs. Kerry’s benefactions promote, and which seem to work in favor of her own partisan agenda—legislators whom they have targeted should begin to think about a finance reform for public charities that would apply the principles of “full disclosure,” and “truth in donating” to the reformers themselves.

FOOTNOTES ----
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CHAPTER SIX

She has only recently taken her new husband’s name and formally switched her registration from Republican to Democrat. She told one crowd, “It’s going to be Heinz Kerry now instead of Heinz…but I don’t give a s#*t, you know.”


A younger Kerry once said he “would like to see our troops dispersed through the world only at the directive of the United Nations.”